





T E L E G R A P H IC  A D D R E S S : 
U N IV E R S IT Y , B R IS B A N E
C O D E :  B E N T L E Y 'S
In your reply please quote
N o ............................. ........................
Ail communications to be addressed to 
“ T H E  R E G IS T R A R "
T he U niversity of Q ueensland,
Brisbane,
29th October, 1937.
To the Officer in Charge of
The Seismological Observatory.
Dear Sir,
Accompanying this you will please find a copy of 
the first bulletin issued from the recently established 
Seismograph Station of the University of Queensland,
The bulletin is restricted to operations during the 
month of September, but a considerable quantity of data have 
also .been accumulated during the trial period from June to 
August. It is possible that these may include observations of 
interest to you or your station. Any of the available data 
will gladly be supplied on application.
It should be noted that the times in this first 
bulletin are not given to the nearest second but to the nearest 
tenth of a minute. It is hoped that in subsequent .bulletins 
the records will warrant more precise statement.
As work here would be helped very considerably by 
the study of bulletins from other parts of the world it is 
hoped that you will see fit to add this station to your mailing 
list.
The officer in charge would welcome any criticisms 
or suggestions that would be likely to make the University of 







SEISM O LO GICAL STATIO N
' BR ISBAN E
27° 28' 41" S., A-153° 1' 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
I nstruments and Constants.
INSTRUM ENT COMPONENT FREE PERIOD DAMPING M AGNIFICATION
Milne Shaw No, 58 .. N .-S . 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 . . E .-W . 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
funds of the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE PHASE G. M. T.
l i .  m . s.
REMARKS
1937











8 1PN 0 •* 53 . 3
iPPN 57.2
iSKSN 1 -  03.7
eSSN 11 . 4
15 iPN 12 - 31.8
1SN 35.6
17 IN 9 - 54.7 Distant earthquake.
eE 55,3 Phases not identified.
! IN 59.6
i  IE 10 - 01.9
IN 5.9

















D A T E P H A SE G . M . T.
h . m . s.




13 -  10.6 
10.7 
14.5
All waves very large amplitudes. 
Largest shock yet recorded.
<£>.*= 21.5°. Direction from 
Brisbane N. 10° E.
25 oE
ME
17 -  59.1
















Damage and loss of life in Java.

































SEISM O LO G ICAL STA TIO N
BR IS B A N E
<f>=21° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
I N S T R U M E N T C O M P O N E N T F R E E  P E R IO D D A M P IN G M A G N IF IC A T IO N
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N .-S . 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 .. E .-W . 12 see. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
funds of the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Kesearch.
D A T E P H A S E G . M . T . R E M A R K S
li. m . s.
1937.




eSSE 8 - 1.0
eSSN 1.3
Oct. 6 ePNE 17 -  9.4
iPPN 9.6






Oct. 9 iPE 18 - 8.5
1SE 10.9
ME 13.7
Oct. 10 eP?N 23 - 30 Record fogged.-
. approx.
eP?N 23 - 40 Very similar to preceding shook
approx
Oct. 12 iPE 3 - 19.3
1SE 22,4
ME 24.4





Oct. 20 eLNE 21 - 2.5 Long waves of small amplitude.
D ATE P H A SE G . M . T .h. m . s. R E M A R K S
O c t. 22 ?PE 0 -  59.6?PN 1  -  0 . 0?eL 1 -  3 .8O c t . 23 iPE 16 -  5 8 .4 P e l t  in  North I s la n d , New Z ealan diSE 17 -  2 .7O c t. 25 eN 7 -  4 4 .9 E a r ly  phases obscured byqE 4 7 .5 m icro seism s.EN 4 7 .7IE 4 8 .1iPÎÏE 10 -  3 8 .5 P e l t  in  N orth Is la n d  New Zealan diSNE -  4 2 .8 Very s im ila r  re co rd  to  th a t  fo rOctober 22nd.LE 4 3 .4 C a lc u la te d  E = ' i> 370 45  t s.J M 7 9 0 30* E .LN 4 3 .5O c t . 28 ePN 9 -  4 0 .7 N earest earthquake y e t  re c o rd e d .iE 4 1 .2iSNE 4 2 .5
1
W.H Bryan
1 O ff ic e r  in  Charge.
B ulletin N o, 5
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND
SEISM O LO GICAL STATIO N
BR ISBAN E
¿=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h = 15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
INSTKUMENTS AND CONSTANTS.
INSTRUM ENT COMPONENT FR EE PERIOD DAMPING MAGNIFICATION
Milne Shaw No. 58 . . N .-S . X2 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 . . E .- W . 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
funds of the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE PH ASE G. M. T .
h .  m .  h.
REM ARKS
1937.
Nov. 2 iPN 11 - 0 . 0 A  =  23° ca.ePE 0 .  0iSN 4.0 N-S component much stronger than E-W.ÎSE 4.1LNE 6.0MME 7.7ScSN 11.6ScSE 11.7ePN 15 -  7.1 ^ =  230 ca. Similar to preceding.eSE 11.1 Possibly same epicentreISN 11.2LN 13.6Nov. 3 eÊ 5 -37.8 Phases not identified.eN 38.0
Nov. 4 IE 8 - 9.7 Phase not identified-
IE 11.6 Long waves of small amplitude.
IE 22 -57.4IE 58.9
eLE 59.9 Long waves of small amplitude.
Nov. 5 ' iPNE ; 9 -40.3 ^  =  250 ca.
ePPE 1 41.0
ePPN 41-1 j
! eSN ! 44.7
iSE ! 44.7
LNE 45.6
Nov. 7 ! eLN 17 - 5.Oca Long waves of small amplitude
Nov. 8 iP?E 5 -44.5 Tracks crossed. Time uncertain
iS?E 48-4
IE 50.4





! LE 15 -56.Oca Long waves of small amplitude.
Nov. 9 eNE 21 -31.6 ; Followed by long waves of smallamplitude.
D A T E PH ASE G. M. T.
h . m . s.
BEM ARKS
Nov. 13 1PE 9 -55.9 a  *= 30° ca.
ePPE 56.7
ePcPE 59.1
1SE 10 - 0.9
LE 2.3
©ScSE 6.6
iPE 17 -59.3 a  = 28° o a .
iPPE 1 8 - 0 . 4
eSPE 4.1
LE 4.8
Nov» 15 eNE 22 -21.4 Short waves superimposed on long.
Nov. 16 eNE 16 - 3.3
M?N 8.3
Nov. 17-19 Station out of action.




ePN 13 -56.5 = 26° ca.
ePPN 57.2 N-S components considerably stronger
1SN 1 4 - 1 . 0 than E-W.
iSE 1.1
eLN 2.2











Nov. 26 eP?N 10 -57.3
IN 59.2
IS?N 1 1 - 3 . 0
iSS?NE 4.9
eL? 7.1


























<¿-27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h-15m ,
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instbuments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT COMPONENT FREE PERIOD DAMPING MAGNIFICATION
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N .-S . 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 00 . . E .-W . 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
funds of the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE PHASE G. M. T.
h . m .  h.
REMARKS
1937.












Dec •  6 eN 4 - 53.5
eLN 5 -  6.0 Followed by long waves of small
amplitude.
Dec • 8 eN 0 -  54.4
eNE 58.1
LE 1 -  1.5








MN 9 - 8.9






Dec. 10 eN 13 -  42.2
eLN 48.0 Followed by long waves of small
omplx trucLo •
Dec. 12 No records.
I
DATE PHASE G. M. T.
h. m . s.
REMARKS






Dec. 16 eE 18 - 41.1 All phases very small amplitude
eE 44.0
IE 48.9 |
Dec. 17 eN 4 - 46.4 i
eLN 50.8
IN 9 - 42.2
eL 58.9




ME 47.5 Followed by series of maxima
MN 49.4 Very definite maximum.
Dec. 22 eN 4 - 4.6
eLN 11.3
* ?MN 29.0
Dec. 23 eSN 3 - 7.3 Earlier phases obscured
1SE 7.4

























SEISM OLOGICAL STATIO N
BRISBANE
^“ 27° 28' 41" S., A—153° 1' 52" E., li = 15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT | COMPONENT FREE PERIOD DAMPING MAGNIFICATION
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. ., N .-S . 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. GO .. •• K .-W . 12 HOC. 20 : 1 250
Tlio Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
funds of the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Rosearch.





PHASE G. M. T.
h. in. h.
REMARKS
S ta t io n  c lo se d .




F 17 -  30 c a . i
Jan. 10 eLN F 21 -  23.7
J a n .13 eE 10 -  18.6
eE 21.5
ME 26.3
J a n .18 IE i 4 -  36 .8
eL 50.9
J a n .23 1PN 8 -  43.9
eSN 52.9
eSSN 57.2
eLN 9 -  0 .8
J a n .24 ePE 10 -  44 .9
iSE 56 .0
iPSE 57.3
eLE 11 -  8 .9
i ME 31.5
F 13 -  16 ca
Jan. 25 1PWE 16 -  59.2





P 18 -  50 ca.
Jan. 26 eN 4 -  11.7 Long waves o f  sm all am plitude
DATE PHASE G. M. T. REM AKES
h .  m .  s.






Jan. 29 eLE 11 -  46.0 Long waves o f  small amplitude




(Certain d if io ont in u lt ie s Ln th is  and in  the preceding
Bullet: In are due to  the Univer 3ity having been in  vacation .
" ' " i  i  \  f C %.
W.H. Bryan







^==27° 28' 41* S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
I N S T R U M E N T C O M P O N E N T F R E E  P E R IO D D A M P IN G M A G N IF IC A T IO N
Milne Shaw No. 58 . . N .-S . 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 . . E .-W . 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
funds of the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E PHASE G . M . T .
h .  m .  s .
R E M A R K S
1938.
Feb. 1 iPN 19 -  10.4 Instrument deranged.
1PE 10.4 Trace amplitude > 85 mm.
?ME 20 - 6.0 Trace amplitude =  75 mm.
FE 23 - 15.0 (Greatest amplitudes recorded to date)









Feb. 6 iPN 7 - 1 2 . 8  1 ¿ \  =  250ca.
1SN 17.2
LN 18.6








eE 15 - 20.9
eN 22.3
eE 25.0
Feb .  9 iPE 7 - 36.6 4.50?
ISE 37.4
LE 37.6
































































¿=27° 28' 41' S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instkuments and Constants.
, IN S T R U M E N T C O M P O N E N T F R E E  P E R IO D D A M T IN G M A G N IF IC A T IO N
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N .-S . 12 sec. 20 :: 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 .. E .-W . 12 sec. 20 :: 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
funds of the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D ATE P H A SE G . M . T .
h . m . s .
R E M A R K S
March 21 ? 1 -  34ca Long wavesj e a r l ie r  p a r t o fFNE 2 30c 8. re c o rd  obscured.March 22 iPn 15 -  4 0 .5 A  = 440 c a .ePE 4 0 .5eE 4 3 .0iSN 4 6 .9iS E 4 7 .0iE 4 8 .2iSSKE 4 9 .8ME 55.4MN 5 5 .5March 24 iPNE 20 -  8 . 6 a =  40 c a . T h is i s  u n u s u a lly  c lo s eiSE 9 .3iSN 9 .4March 25 iPE 15 -  5 5 .4 31° c a .ePPN 56 .4iPPE 56 .4eE 16 -  0 . 0iSNE 0 .5LN 1 . 6 'ME 5 .4MN 5 .7March 26 ePE 9 - 1 4 . 1 = 4 ° c a . Compare w ith  March 24.iS E 1 4.8ME 1 7 .0





B R IS B A N E
<£=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
IN STHUME N T COMPONENT f js .e e  p e r i o d DAMPING MAGNIFICATION
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N .-S . 12 sec. 20 :: 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 .. E .-W . 12 sec. 20 :: 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
funds of the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE PHASE G. M. T .
h .  m .  s .
REM ARKS
1938.
A p r il  2 iE 6 - 2 5 .9
iE 3 2 .1
ME 7 - 8 .5
P 8 - Oca
A p r il  3 eN 11  -  2 . 1
iN 13 .3
MN 1 6 .0
P 12 - Oca i1
A p r il  4 eE 20 - 4 7 .6
iN 4 7 .9
ePN 21  - 1 6 .2 340  0a .
iPE 1 6 .2
iPPE 1 7 .3
i?N 19 .6
i? E 1 9 .7
eSE 2 1 . 6
iSN 2 1 . 8
A p r il  7 i?N 10 -  1 3 .0
L?N 1 6 .0
P 40 c a . ;
A p r il  9 iPE 9 -  1 4 .8 190  c a .
i? E 1 6 .2
iSE 1 8 .3 |
ME 2 3 .5
P 10 -  30 ca .
A p r il  13 eN 18 -  5 1 .6 Very sm a ll.
A p r il  14 1 iE 15 -  5 9 .5 Sm all
eN 16 -  1 . 2
e?E 2 . 8
MN 1 0 .5
A p r il  15 eP?N 3 - 3 .6 Sm all
eP?E 3 .8
iS ?E 6 .3
1 iL?N 7 .6
iL?E ’ 7 .7
MN 9 .8
ME 1 0 . 2
' '
DATE PHASE G. M. T.
h .  m .  s .
REMARKS
A pril 17 
and 18 Station  out o f  order.


















Strongly developed SN hut SE very 
doubtful J













8 -  30. Oca
A =  22° ca. Larger amplitudes but 
otherwise comparable with preceding 
shock.
Maximum very early .











17 -  O.ca.
A =  230 ca.
A p ril 23 iS?E
iSS?E
M
0 -  45.9 
47.7 
54.3
A p ril 24
I




0 - 1 1 . 6
18.9
1 -  15 .Oca.
Small
A p ril 25 iNE
eN
eE















L4 -  0 ca.
N. B* Advici3 received  as 
3 earthquake r 
sveral phases 
Dulletin. The 
Ln fa c t  PP, SK
W.H. Bryan 
O fficer in  Charge.
to the p os it ion  o f  the epicentre 
ecorded on March 22nd shows that 
were wrongly interpreted in  our 
phases recorded as P, S, SS and M 
S, PS and SS resp ectiv e ly .
o f thi 
the s< 







<¡>=21° 28' 41" S., A—153° 1' 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT I COMPONENT FREE PERIOD DAMPING MAGNIFICATION
Milne Shaw No. 5 8  . .  . .  . .  . ! N .-S . 1 2  sec. 2 0  : 1 2 5 0
Milne Shaw No. 6 0  . . E .-W . 1 2  sec. 2 0  : 1 2 5 0
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
funds of the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE PHASE G. M. T.
h .  m .  g.
REMARKS
19o8 •
























PN 16- 5.0 ca












” 12 1PNE 15-43.8 & =  22° ca. Very large. Trace
1SNE 47.7 amplitudes up to 130 m.m. Tidal wave at
Salamaua
j|
DATE FH ASE G. M. T,
h . m . s.
REMARKS
May 13 iPN 2-43.7 Record disturbed
ePE 44.0
LNE 46.4
'» 16 1PN 7-15*9
ePE 15.5
INE 17.6
IN 2 0 .1
IE 20.2
F 8-15.
» 17 eN 8-37.6 Small
eE 38.9
MN 45.4




















MN 33. 0 Trace amplitude 95 m.m.
ME 36.0 Trace amplitude 112 m.m.
PE 2 1 -10 .0 ca
PN 16.0 ca






iN 10-59.8 Very small
eE 59.9
eL?N 11- 5.9
“ 22 iPN 7-49.7 A  = 170 +
iSN 52.9 These seismograms areMN 56.6 > almost identical.
iPN 8-25.9 À ~ 1 7 °
iSN 29.0
MN 33.0
eN 11-42 ca Very small








PE 1 1 -10 .0 ca
FN 24,0 ca
DATE PHASE G. M. T.
h. m . s.
REMARKS
„lay 23 eN 12 -22 .0 Very  sm all
Contd. eLE 24.0
iN 14 -22 .8 Very  sm all
iE 22.9




















S} 28 eE 17- 0 .9 Very  sm all
iE 2 .7
iE 3 .4
oto iPNE 14-33 .6 o  -  17° + Very  l a r g e .













O f f i c e r  in  Charge.
Bulletin No 10
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND
S E IS M O LO G IC A L  STATIO N
B R IS B A N E
0=27° 28' 41" S., /t=153° 1' 52" E., h-15m.
Foundation: Scmi-consolidatcd alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants,
IN S T R U M E N T C O M P O N E N T F R E E  P E R IO D D A M P IN G M A G N IF IC A T IO N
Milne Shaw No. 58 . . N .—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. CO . . E .—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Tho Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
funds of the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E P H A S E G . M . T .
h .  m .  s .
R E M A R K S
1938.June 1 eE 1 0 -4 0 .7 V ery s m a ll. Obscured by la r g e  m ic ro ­IN 4 1 .5 s e ism s.ME 4 2 .9eN 12- 9 .7 V ery s m a ll. Obscured by la r g e  m ic ro ­eN 1 0 .7 se ism s.iN 1 2 .4eE 1 4 .4eE 1*5 »4
“  2 eE 1 0 -3 8 .1 V ery s m a ll. Obscured by la r g e  m ic ro ­eE 4 0 .2 se ism s.
i eN 4 1 .0
! eE 4 1 .8
i iE 4 4 .7i IN 4 4 .8
«  8 ! eN 8 -2 5 .9
! eN 2 8 .0M 3 0 .8H 9 iPE 1 9 -2 2 .0 a  =  350iPPE 2 3 .3iPoPE 2 4 .3iSN 2 7 .5iS E 2 7 .6LE 2 9 .8IN 3 0 .2IN 3 3 .3M?N 3 3 .7 T ra ce  am p litu d e s up to  42 m.m.TM?E 3 8 .5 T race a m p litu d e s up to  73 m.m.FNE 21-47 c a .15 10 iPN 10- 3 .7 =  6 1 0 . Largo am p litu d esIPE 3 .8iPcPN 4 .4iPcPE 4 .5iPPN 5 .9iE 7 .3iSN 1 2 .0iS E 12 .1iSSN 15 .7LE 1 8 .2LN 18 .8i ME 28 .4







DATE PHA SE G. M. T.
h .  m .  s .
REMARKS
Tune 10 IPN 1 8 -4 6 .6 19° +
C ontd ,’ . ePE 4 6 .7
1SE 5 0 .1
eSN 5 0 .3
ME 5 4 .0
MN '• 5 4 .5
« n 1PE 1 6 - 5 6 .0 a  = 2 1 °  c a .
iSE 5 9 .8
LE 17- 1 ,1
ME 3 ,8
1PE 1 7 -3 2 .6 S i m i l a r  to  p r e c e d i n g  b u t  w eak e r .
ISE 3 6 .4
LE 3 7 .9  .
ME 4 0 .4
u 12 iN 5- 0 .3 V ery  s m a l l
IN 3 .9
eN 5 .8
IN ■ 1 0 .0
IPN 7 - 4 9 .9 = 210 c a .
1SN 5 3 .6
LN 5 5 .4
MN 5 7 .4
IN '9 - 1 2 .3 V ery  sm a l l
MN 1 6 .4
IN 1 3 - 1 2 .6 V ery  s m a l l
IN 1 6 .3
MN 2 0 .  0
« 13 eE 3 -  8 .5
eN 9. 0
IE 1 2 .7
IN 1 2 .8
ME 1 6 .3
MN 1 6 .5
1P?NE 3 - 2 5 .0 B e g in n in g  o b s c u re d  by co d a  o f
ISE 2 8 .6 p r e v i o u s  quake.
1SN 2 8 .7
LN 2 9 .2
MN 3 2 .6 V
ME 3 2 .8
PE 4 -25  o a .
eN 7- 2 .7  1
eE 9 .3
IN 1 3 .0
IE 1 3 .2
“ 14 eE 2 - 3 5 .7
eN 3 6 .0
eN 3 8 .5
eE 3 9 .4
" 15 1PNE 1 2 -4 4 .5
1PPE 4 4 .8
1PPN 4 4 .9
iNE „;46.4
1SN "47.7
ISE 4 7 .8
LN 4 8 .7
LE 4 9 .0
P 14-2 0  c a
iPNE 2 0 -1 7 .4
IE 1 7 .7
IE 1 8 .7
IN 2 0 .6
LN 2 1 .4
LE 2 1 .6
M?N 2 3 .1




UNIVERSITY O F QUEENSLAND
SEISM O LO G ICAL STATIO N
BRISBANE
$= 27°  28' 41" S., /C=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants,
IN STRUM EN T COMPONENT FREE PERIOD DAMPING MAGNIFICATION
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 .. E .-W . 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
funds of the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE PHASE G. M . T .
h . m .  s .
REMARKS
1938.
Ju ly  4 1P?N 1 6 -5 2 .3
iSNE 56 .2
iE 17- 0 .0
iPE 2 1 -1 6 .2
iPN 16 .3
iN 19 .6
iPcPE 1 9 .7
iSE 2 0 .7




MN 1 4 .5
iPE 2 -5 8 .4
ePN 58 .4




iPE 9 -5 4 .7
iPN 54 .8
iSN 5 8 .0
iSE 5 8 .1
eLE 5 9 .0  •
MN 10- 0 .8
ME 1 .4
iPE 2 2 -1 1 .2
iSE 1 4 .7
!I 6 iPE 1 -2 8 .5
ePN 28 .6
iSE 3 1 .6
iSN 3 1 .7
MN 3 4 .5
iP?E 6 - 6 .7
eP?N 6 .7
1S?N 1 0 .0
1S?E 1 0 .1
iPE 9 -4 3 .6
3PN 4 3 .6
]LSN 46 .8
1SE 4 7 .0
July 8
THASE G. M. T.
h. m. s.















































<¡>=21° 28' 41" S., /C=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants,
INSTRUMENT COMPONENT FREE PERIOD DAMPING MAGNIFICATION
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 . . E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
funds of the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE PEASE G. M. T. REMARKS
h . m . s .
1938










tl 12 ePNE 4-11.0
i?NE 13.9
.__ iS?NE 15.4






27.6 Obscured by coda of previous quake
eN 17-12.9 Very small
eE 13.0
eN 15.7
n 18 iPE 9-39.2
ePN 39.3
iSNE 46.7

















1 5 - 51 .0  
56.5  
59.0




















































SEISM O LO G ICAL STA TIO N
BR IS B A N E
28' 41" S., /C=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants,
I N S T R U M E N T C O M P O N E N T F R E E  P E R I O D D A M P IN G M A G N I F I C A T I O N
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N.— S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 .. E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
funds of the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Eesearch.
D A T E P H A S E G . M . T .
h .  m .  s .
R E M A R K S
1938
Sopt# 5 ?PNE 14-54.1?SNE 58.6IE 59.6IE 15- 0.6eE 2.1IN 2.4
iPNE 2- 2.2 A  = 400 oa.iSNE 8.3IN. 11.5
iPN 4-13.4 A  = 58° ca.1SN 21.4eSE 21.5ISSN 25.3
iPNE 13- 3.0 A  = 21° oa.iPPNE 3.4iSNE i 6.7
« 9 ?PN 5-44.5?SNE 48.5
55 16 eLN 4-43.0 ~ 1
IN 5-41#7eLN 45.1
! 20 eE 13-40.8?SNE 41.3IE 42.9MN 49.3
21 iNE 19-11.2IE 12.5eN 15.4eE 18.4MN 25.5
r! 25 iPN 20-18.1 A = 21° ca.1PPN 18.61SN 21.8
DATE PHASE
h.































O ff ic e r  In Charge.
14




<£=27° 28' 41" S., /t=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants,
I N S T R U M E N T C O M P O N E N T F R E E  P E R IO D D A M P IN G M A G N IF IC A T IO N
Milne Shaw No. 58 . . N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 . . E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
funds of the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E P H A S E G . M . T . R E M A R K S
h .  m .  s .
1938.
Oct .  2 IN 8-19.8
IN 2 1.8
eLN 26.2
t; 3 eLN 7-26.3




iPN 23-57.5 A = 220 ca.
ePE 57.7
17 5 iSNE r 0-1.4
MN 3.0
« 6 eN 20-31.0
eE 33.2
. . . eLN 34.0








Si 9 1P?N 16-43,3
eS?N 48.2
eLN 50.4




Trace amplitudes of long waves up 
to 28 m. m.
1















































B R IS B A N E
<£=27° 28' 41" S., /C=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instkuments and Constants,
I N S T R U M E N T C O M P O N E N T F R E E  P E R IO D D A M P IN G M A G N IF IC A T IO N
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 .. E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
funds of the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E P H A S E G. M. T.
h . m . s.
R E M A R K S
1938
Nov. 5 ePE 8 -5 4 .1 A =  630 ca
1SE 9- 2 .6
IScSE 4 .0
iSSE 7 .1
ME 2 4 .5




iSoSE 1 1 .2
iSSE 1 4 .1
ME 3 5 .5
> 14- 0 . Oca
« 6 1PN 9- 4 .5 A = 66° ca
iPPN 6 .9
iSN 13 .3
P 13- 0. 0 ca
eN 1 5 -1 2 .9
W y eNE 1 9 -5 2 .8
eE 5 4 .2
eLN 20- 7 .4
“ 9 ePN 9 -2 6 .5
eSN 3 4 .9
eSE 3 5 .0
tt 10 eS?NE 11- 5 .0
eN 9 .6
iPN 20-32 . 0 87o oa . Very s tro n g  e a rth q u ak e
ePE 3 2 .1
iPPE 3 5 .8
iSN 4 2 .7
eSE 4 2 .7
ISSE 4 9 .2
IN 5 1 .3
ME 21- 5 .5
MN 5 .7 _T ra£e am plitudes^ dO^jnm.^ __ _  __
11 ~FN ~  ' 2 -2 0 ,0  ca
ePN 14- 8 .6 A= 2 lo  ca
ISN 12 .4
eSE 1 2 .4
D ATE P H A SE G . M . T.
h . m . s .
REM A R K S
Nov. 12 ePE 6 -1 3 .4 & = 31° oaiPPE 14.31S?E 18.6ME 27.251 13 eS?'N 5 - 8 .2eN 11.5IN 7 -1 7 .0©P?N 13-25.11S?N 3 4.4MN 4 9 .OcaeN 22-42.1eN 50 .6u 14 iPN 1 2-11.0 & = 22° +ePE 11.1iSNE 1 5 .0MN 18.7“ 15 1PE 2 1 -1 0 .0 A  = 57° caePN 10 .1iPPE 12.2IE 13.3iS?NE 1 7.9“ 16 IE 1 5 -2 0 .2IE 2 5 .2iE 21- 1 .4» 17 1S?N 4 -1 8 .31S?E 18.4iE 18.8iE 2 5 .0ME 40. OcaMN 41.5PN 7 -2 0 .0  cau 18 iPNE 14-16.7 A = 18° +iE 17.5iN 17.7iN 18.4iE 18.5iSNE 20.1K 21 iE 1 -2 8 .7iE 29.5eN 30.4t! 22 ePN 1 -24 .7 A  = 64° +iSNE 33.3!5 25 iE 8 -3 0 .8iNE 34.8eN 22-13.4eNE 14.3» 29 eN 13-58.7iE 58.8eNE 14- 0 .1u 30 ePN 2 -40 .5 A  = 630 +iSN 49.1iS E 4 9 .2iE 50.5MN 3 - 4 .5NCT E : The i n te r p r e ta tio n fo r  October 10th i s  now known to bein co r r e c t ,  an unusi l a l l y  strong PP h a v in g  been read as S .P le a s e c o r r e c t  and add iSNE at 21h. lm . 23s. o y  ,






<f>=27° 28' 41" S., /t=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants,
INSTRUMENT COMPONENT FREE PERIOD DAMPING MAGNIFICATION
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 .. E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
funds of the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A TE PHASE G. M. T.
h .  m .  s.
REMARKS
1938
Dec * 1 iPN 2 -2 0 .4 A = 46 ° ca .
eE 21 .5
iSNE 27 .1
iLE 3 0 .5
iLN 30 .6
tt 3 iE 1 2 -3 1 .0
iE 3 2 .3
11 4 iPN 1 6 -2 7 .8 A = 2 lo  ca .
iSN 31 .6
FN 18-15 ca
“ 5 eN 1 7 -5 7 .6
eNE 59 .7
eN 18 - 1 .6
eE 2 .9
» 6 iNE 2 3 -1 0 .8
IN 12 .9
eN 1 4 .0
iE 1 4 .4
eN 15 .7
eE 1 6 .0
eN 18 .0
iE 18 .8
W rj iE 1 3 -2 3 .9




12 eE 1 7 -5 5 .3
eN 56 .4
!I 13 iN 2 1 -4 9 .7
eN 52 .1
u 14 iE 13 - 7 .8
iN 10 .7
eE 10 .8
l i t . 13 .4
i|
G. M. T.
h. m . s.
REMARKS
DATE PHASE











iPNE 23-19.5 A  = 220 oa
iSNE 23.4 j
» 19 eE 18-44.2















UNIVERSITY O F QUEENSLAND
SEISM OLOGICAL STATIO N
BRISBANE
- <f>=27° 28' 41' S., A—153° 1' 52" E., h =  15m. 
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised rivor terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT COMPONENT FllEK PERIOD DAMPING MAGNIFICATION
Milne Shaw No. 58 . . N .--S. 1:2 sec. 2 0  : 1 2 o 0
Milne Shaw No. bO . . E .-W . 12 sec.
i
2 0  : 1 2 o 0
The ¡Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 






PHASE G. M. T.
h .  m .  p .
REMARKS
S tation  c lo se d .




« 9 eN 3-16* 5 i
eN 21.1 1i
" 10 iNE 11-18.3
eN 20.0
» 15 IN 8 - 5 .7
IN ! 9.8
22 iPN ! 13-36.4
iS?N | 40*4
MN 4 6 .2ca
PN 16- 0 .Oca
IPN 18-45.6 a  =  22° ca
1SN 49.6
u 25 iPN 3 -46 .2
1 iPPN 50.5 Disastrous earthquake at Chile
| iSKSN 56.8
1SKKSN 57.2
i 1PPSN 4 - 0 . 1
| ISSN 4.7
i MN 30.7  !
i PN 7 -1 5 .Oca j
's An earthquake at an ep icentra l
d istance o f  23° (S-P =  4» 2,:)
occurred between 17 and 18 hours.




D ATE P H A SE G . M . T.h. m . s . R EM A R K S
Ja n . 30 iPN 2 -2 3 .0 ^  = 22° caiSK 2 6 .9 Tremors f e l t  at SalamauaMN 3 6 .Oca A l l  waves o f  very la r a e  am D litude.iPN 1 5 -2 8 .4 = 22° c a .iSN 3 2 .3 Somewhat obscured by coda o fMN 4 4 .5ca p revio us earthquake and probablyPN 7 -4 5 .Oca from same c e n tr eiPN 8 -5 2 .4 *  = 210+.iSN 5 6.2 Probably from same ce n tret: 31 1P?N 4 -1 8 .9iS?N 22.7





(¡>=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m . 
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
IN S T R U M E N T . C O M P O N E N T F R E E  P E R IO D . D A M P IN G . M A G N IF IC A T IO N .
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 .. E.—W. 12 soc. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E PHASE G. M . T .
h . m . s.
R E M A R K S .
1939.





” 2 eE 13 -  18 .9 V ery  sm all
eE 22 .0
iPE 23 -  21.1+
iSE 25.1
" 3 iPN 5 -  30 .7 > II r





FN 8 -  O.Oci 1 _______ __











" b iPN 5 -  23 .7 A = 19° +
iSN 27.2
MN 32.9
iPN 6 -  11 .8
iSN 15. b
MN 20 .0




DATE PHASE G. M. T.h. m . s.
REMARKS
Feb. 8 eP?N 6 -  25.3
iS?N ________ 28.3






" 11 iPN 12 -  35.5 Small - exceptionally near
i N 35.7
iSNE 36.1
eP?N 15 - U5.0
iSNE U8.7
" 16 ±m 19 -  10.h Very small
iE 11.7 i




OJ iNE 10 -  21.0 Small
MN .....- 30.5




" 2U iE 11 - 21.2
eE 25.3
ME 26.0
iE Ik - 51.8
eE 55.7
" 26 iN 10 - U3.1
eN U6.6









UNIVERSITY O F QUEENSLAND
SEISM O LO G ICAL STA TIO N
B R IS B A N E
<£=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1'52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
IN ST R U M E N T . COM PONENT F R E E  PE R IO D . DA M PING .
✓
MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 . . N .— S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 . . . . E .— W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE PHASE G. M. T.
h . m . s.
REMARKS.
1939.
March 2 1PN 7- 5.7+ A =  2 k °  ca.
iPE 5.8
iSNE 10.0
"  h ePE 6- 3.9eLE 9.0












" 8 ePE 22- 3.2 A =  20° ca.
iSE 6.8 Very strong S
" 13 eE 5-17.1
IN 17.3
eNE 21.6____
” 1U No Records




" 21 iE 1-22.3
eN 2 3 . 0 Obscured
iNE 3 0 . 8 Strong
iN 38.3
iPN 7-58.7 A =  21° ca.
iPE 38.8
iSNE 8- 2.5 .
DATE PHASE
h.




























A = 21° ca.






cf>=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
IN S T R U M E N T . C O M P O N E N T F R E E  P E R IO D . D A M P IN G . M A G N IF IC A T IO N .
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 .. E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 




SEISM O LO GICAL STATIO N
B R ISBAN E
<f>=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E ., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
I nstruments and Constants.
INSTRUM ENT. COMPONENT F R E E  PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 . . N —  S. 1 2  sec. 2 0  : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 . . E.— W. 1 2  sec. 2 0  : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE PHASE G. M. T.
h . m . s.
REMARKS.
1939
May 1 Station closed
" 3 iPE 7-10.1
iSE 1 3 . 8
ME 17.7
"  k iE 7- 1.1 Very small
eE L.2
" 5 eE 12-20 caIE 25.6





” 8 iE 2- 7.2
iE 12.2
" 10 iN 7-56.8
iN 8- 7.0
eN 19.2
eN 2 6 . 0
" 11 eN 17-53.3
eE 53.7
"  1U iPN 18-17."
iSN 22.2
iN 21^.2 Very long waves
" 16 iN 7-38.3
iN 53.7
eN 22-35 ca
--- 21--- iN 20-3ÔTI}-
iN 33.5
iN 36.5
" 22 eN 1-U0.3
iN U5.0
" 26 iPN 17-56.0 A =  27° ca.
iSN 18- 0.7
Officer in Change.
B ulletin N o,
U N IV ER SITY O F 'Q U EEN SLA N D  22
SEISM O LO G ICA L STATION
BRISBANE
<f>=21° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h =  15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INST R U M E N T . COMPONENT FR E E  PERIOD. DAM PING . M AGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. GO .. E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Tho Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E n r A S E G. M . T .
l l .  111. S .
REMARKS.
1939


















" 7 eN l-22+.Oca
iN 27.7
iN 32.0






iN 5 k .  8
i?SN 57.9




" 9 eN 19-19.8
eN 23.5
" 10 eE 9-5U.2
eE 57.5
" 12 Station closed,
DATE i’lLASE G. M . T.h. ni.
u <1C 13 iE 20-U7.1
iNE 1+8.6iNE 5 2 . 8iNE 55.7
REM ARKS.
17 iEeE 12- 10.81U.6
H
! f













U N IV ER SITY  O F Q U EEN SLA N D
SEISM O LO G IC A L STATION
B R ISBAN E
<£=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
IN STRU M EN T. COMPONENT FREE PERIOD. DAM PING. M AGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 6 0 ......................... E.— W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E P E A S E G. M . T .
h . m . s .
R E M A R K S .
1939 
July 2 No Record






















2 3 - l+.l 




8 -2 9 .6
33,.3_. ..



























UNIVERSITY O F QUEENSLAND
S E IS M O LO G IC A L  STATIO N
BRISBANE
<f>=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
IN ST11UMENT. COMPONENT FR EE PERIOD. DA M PING . M AGNIFICATION.
Miln.o Shaw No. 58 .. N.—S. 12 SOC. 20 : 1 250
Milno Shaw No. 60 . .  .......................... E.—W. 12 SOC. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and oporatod by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
PHASE G. M. T. 
h. m.
REMARKS.
August 25 ifX 3-53.2
eFE 53,3iFFN 53.6irFE 53.713N 57.2iSE 57.3MN U-01.8
" 27 1FNiSN 11-21.72U.9
Weak. A = 23° ca.
Streng




i i J / /   ^( t- A  ,
W.H. Bryan
Officer ln Charge.
Bulletin N o.... ?.5.
UNIVERSITY O F Q UEENSLAND
SEISM OLOGICAL STATION
BR ISBAN E
0=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1'52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terraco.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N.—S. 1 2  soc. 2 0  : 1 250
Milno Shaw No. 6 0 ...................................... E.—W. 1 2  soc. 2 0  : 1 250
Tlio Station is maintained and operated by tho University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.




September 2 iPE 9- 3.3 A =  20° +
iSE 7.0
















" 1U eN 18- 9.7 Very small
iN 13.U
" 15 eLN 12- 1.2
eE 1.6
" 18 eN 10- U.8 ~ Obscured by large microseisms.
eN 8.0
eN 12.2
" 20 iPNE 7-33.6 A =  25° ca
iPPN 3U.1
iSNE 37.9
( ) 7/ ,
VvTh T Bryan
Officer in Charge .
B u lletin  N o.......2 g
UNIVERSITY O F QUEENSLAND
SEISM OLOGICAL STATION
BRISBANE
<£~27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation : Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terraee.
Instruments and Constants.
I N S T R U M E N T . C O M P O N E N T F R E E  P E R I O D . D A M P I N G . M A G N I F I C A T I O N .
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N.— S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. GO..................................... E.—W. 12 sec. 20 ;: 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A TE PIPASE G. M . T .
h .  in .  s .






































1 + 7 . 1 +












A =  18° +






































<£=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
I N S T R U M E N T . C O M P O N E N T F R E E  P E R IO D . D A M P IN G . M A G N IF IC A T IO N .
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N.— S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 . . E.—W. 12 sec. 20 :; 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.




Nov. 1 iPNE 6-1 1 . 8 A =  19° ca
1PPE 1 2 . 6
iE 11+.0





iPNE 19-U3ÏU A =  20° ca
iSNE 2+7.0____
8 eN 19- 9.9




eE 1 9 .8 . . . . . .  ,t  ^ - —




iPNE 20-25.0 A =  20° ca.
iPPN 25.5
iSNE 28.6
MN _____ 3 2 . 1 ______




eE 5 1 . 1 ____
»  15 iE 17-12+.7
eN 12+.8
eN 1 9 .6
eE 19.7 __





0-27° 28' 41" S., A-1530 1' 52" E ., h =  15m. 
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. M AGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N.—S. 12 soc. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. GO......................... E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE ril'ASE G. M . T.ll. III. S.
REMARKS.
1939








” 5 eSKSE 8-55.9
iSKKSE 57.3
eN 57.3
i?PSE 9 - 0 .2
eSSE 6.2
eSSSE 11,0
FN 1 1 -1 5 .Oca






" 14 iNE 1-25.7
iN 29.5
iE 29.6
"  17 eN 8 - 1 .2
eN 2.7
eN 4 .4








B ullktin N o .............23
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND
SEISMOLOGICAL STATION
B R ISB A N E
<f>—27° 28' 41" S ., A-1530 1'52" E ., h -1 5 m .
Foundat ion: Scmi-consolidatcd alluvium of raised river terrace.
I nstiujmknth and Constants.
IN S T R U M E N T . C O M P O N E N T F H E Ii P E R IO D . D A M P IN O , M A G N IF IC A T IO N .
Milne Shaw No. 5 8  . . N .—S. 1 2  see. 2 0  : 1 2 5 0
Milne Shaw No. 0 0 .............................. E .—VV. 1 2  see. 2 0  : 1 2 5 0
TJio Station is maintained and operated l>y the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientilic and Industrial Research.DATE PHASE 0. M. T.ll. ill. 8. REMARKS.
1 9 k 0
'
J a n .  1 iN 1 2 -2 0 . keN 23.2ON 2 6 .9» 2 eN 1 1 -2 9 .7eN 3 5 .0eN U 5 .1" 1+ eN 1 - 2 0 .6eN 2 2 .5" 6 No r e c o r d" 17 iPNE 1 - 2 1 .1 A = k 5 °  c a .iS E 2 7 .7iSN 2 7 .8iSSN 3 1 .1iS S E 3 1 .2MN 3 9 .1ME U 1 .3eN 1 3 -1 9 .0eN 22- 52.0" 21 eN 5 - 2 7 .7iN 2 9 .1" 22 eN 0 -  0 .7” 2 k eN 1 -U 3 .5iPN 1 7 -5 U .3 A = 21° c a .iSN 5 8 .0
"  26 iPNE 6—2+5 • 9 A = 19° c a .iPPE 2+6.2iPPN U 6 .3iSNE U 9 .3MN 5 1 .5ME 5 2 . hiPN 1 7 -1 U .2 A = 58? c aePE 1 U .2iSNE 2 2 .2ONE 2 8 .9 _______________________  ' j -------------------------




S E IS M O L O G IC A L  S TA TIO N
BRISBANE
0 = 2 7 °  28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E ., h = 1 5m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised rivor terrace.
Insthumhnts and Constants.
INSTRUM ENT. COMPONENT FREE PERIOD. I) AMPIN a . M AGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N.—S. 12 SOC. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. CO .. E.—W. 12 ROC. 20 : 1 250
Tho Station is maintained, and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
Bulletin Ko.
31
UNIVERSITY OF Q UEENSLAND
SEISMOLOG1CAL STATION
BRISBANE
0-27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
I nstruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N.— S. 1 2  sec. 2 0  : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 6 0 ........................... ....  . . E.— W . 1 2  sec. 2 0  :: 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE PHASE G. M. T.
h. m .  s.
REMARKS.
19U0






" 6 IN 18-28.1
IN 32.3
7 eN 7-U7.0





» I k iN 0-37.2
eE 39.0
iE h i. 2
iN h i. 3
eE U5.7
eN k 6 ,k













MN h i. 5




iSE _52,U - . , -  - « - - -

B i t u t i n  Nt
32
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND
S E IS M O LO G IC A L STATIO N
BRISBANE
$ —27° 28' 11" 8., A -lo .r  1' o2" 10., h-15m .
Foundation : tSemi-eon.solidated alluvium of raised liver terrnee.
Instiumiints and (Constants.
INSTUIJMIONT. comi’onknt r » i : i :  n : m o i > . DA MTIM I. MAUN i n  CA TIO N.
M il iu m  S h a w  N o. f>8 . . N . - - S . 120 : l I2 f)0
M i l a n  S h a w  N o. 0 0  . . K .— W - 1J  r.un. 120 : 1 2 o 0
TIh1 8ta(ion is maintained mid operated hy (lie l'iiiverMty of Queensland assisted by a ¿'rant from tlie 
Australian Council for Keient¡lie and Industrial lioscarcli.
d a t e P H A S E
O . M . T .h. m .  s.





S-P =  U.3 ^ 
A =  2l+° ca
Times approximate only 
due to failure of shutter.






S-P =  1+.3 
A =  21+° ca j
''ó iJ  77/ //jLx^/CX- -t L
Officer in Charge.
Bulletin N o......... 3 3
U N IVER SITY O F Q U EEN SLA N D
SEISM O LO G ICA L STATION
BRISBANE
<f>=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUM ENT. COMPONENT FREE PER IO I). DAM PIN G . M AGNIFICATION .
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N.— S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. GO.......................... E.— W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by tho University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientifie and Industrial Research.
DATE PHASE G. M . T.
h. m . s.
REMARKS.
191+0




» 2 iS?N 8-30.7
” 10 iN 19-18.7
eN 22.2
” 11 iPE 7-1+2.6 A =  19° ca
iSE 1+6.1














ePN 16-1+9.2 0.5mm. - earthquake
iPPNE 51+.0 1.2 1.2 mm. in Peru.
iSKSN 59.3 1.2
iSKSE 59.1+ 1.0
iSKKSN 17- 0.8 2.5
iSKKSE 0.9 1.5





iSSSNE 13. b 9.5 2.0
iLN 27.9
iLE 28.0
MNE 32.5 23.0 21+.0
PE 19-30. Oca
PN 20 rO ca
Hay
ti
dati: IT S ASK O. M. T. î t i : M AI. K àh. ni. h.
27 •113 11-H5.2
eN 1 hrj .6
ini: i h'J.h . . . ...___

















0=27° 28' 41" S., A-153° 1' 52" E., h-15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
I N S T R U M E N T . C O M P O N E N T F R E E  P E R I O D . D A M P 1 N O . M A G N I F I C A T I O N .
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 6 0 ........................ E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Tho Station is maintained and operated by tho University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Rcsoarch.
D A T E P R A S E G . M .  T .
h .  m .  s .
R E M A R K S .
19U0
June 2 eN 1 2 -2 7 .1
eN 3 0 .1
IN _____3 3 .5  .
IN 1 9 -2 Ü .1
IN 2 8 .0
"  h i?PNE 0 -  2 ,0
i?SNE . ....5_. 2. .
"  7 iPE 7 -2 1 .6 A =  17° c a .
1SE 21*.7
iLE 2 6 .1
ME 2 7 .3
» 11 eNE 8-1*8.7
IN 5 3 .8
eE 5U.U
iN 5 5 .8
IE 5 7 . 1*
IN 5 7 .6
IE 5 8 .5
iN 5 8 .6
iE 5 8 .9
iN 5 9 .1
ME 9 -  5 .7
"  12 iN 1 1 -5 U .3
eE 51*. 7
iN 5 9 .0
iE 5 9 .2
iE 1 2 - 1 .1
iN 1 .9
"  18 iN 1 3 -5 9 .7
iE 5 9 .8





iE 1 0 .6
iN 1 2 .5
























W ,H . Bry an 





<¡>—27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terraco.
I nstuumknts and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
M iln o  S h a w  N o .  5 8  . . N . — S . 1 2  s e e . 2 0  : 1 2 5 0
M il no  S h a w  N o .  GO . .
£1.rvi 1 2  ROC. 2 0  : 1 2 5 0
Tho Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Counoil for Seiontifie and Industrial Research.









1 9 -1 5 .2
16.2
1 6 . 3
20 .2
20.2
A =  30° ca
» 10 iPNE
iSNE
6 - 0 .8  
9 .5








6 - 5 .1  
5 .5  
13 .0  
15 .3  
15 .7  
15 .9  
2 6 .1
A := 82° ca .
















2 3 -2 8 .1  
28 .6  
3 it. 3
P l o s t  in  changing record
" 20 iE
eE
2 -  2 .0  
10 .5
" 21 iP?N '
iN
iSN
~ 5 -2 0 .2  
















A =  20° ca
) //
W'.H. Bryah 
O f f ic e r  in  Charge.
B ulletin N o
UNIVERSITY OF Q UEENSLAND 36
S E IS M O L O G IC A L  S TA TIO N
BRISBANE
<£=27° 28' 41" S., /(=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
I nstruments and Constants,
INSTRUM ENT COMPONENT FR EE PERIO D DAMPING MAGNIFICATION
Milne Shaw No. 58 .. N .—S.
1
12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 .. E .—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Tho Station is maintained and operated by tho University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 




B R ISB A N E
<£=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° T  52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
I nstbuments and Constants.
INSTRUM ENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.— S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.— W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from
the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. G. M. T.
h .  m .  s.
REMARKS.
191+0
Sept. 3 iPE 1-3 2 .1 A = 17° +ePN 3 2 ,1
iSNE — . 35.3
" 12 iPN 13-22,2 A = 23° + Strong
iPE 2 2 .3 Pelt at Rabaul with intensityiN 2 3 .2 R.F. 1+
iSNE 26,1+
f n 15-20.Oca









" 20 iPN 0- 5*5 A = 2l+° +
IE 6.8
— iSNE 9.8
” 22 iPN 22-59.3 A = 37° ca.
iSN 23- 5.1
y f1 —— .■ ■ iN 8.626 iPNE 1+- 0.9
iE 1.8
iSN b.k
I? -- iSE • 1+.630 ePNE 11-18.7
iPPE 19.5 PP relatively strong
eS?N 23.8. . ... sVery similar patterns.
ePE ll 1-16.0





Bulletin No., ■3« ..-
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND
SEISMOLOGICAL STATION
B R IS B A N E
<£=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAONIFI CATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from
the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. G. M. T.
h . m . s.
REMARKS.
19kO .







» 2 iPN 0 -5 5 .6 A =  25° ca.
ePE 55 .7




"  k eN 8 -1 5 .3




" y iPNE 6 -5 0 .7 A =  39° +
iSN 56 .7 •
iSE 5 6 .8
iSSN 59 .9
iSSE 7 -  0 .0
" 11 iN 19- 5 .b
eN 1 3 -2 •
eE 13.3
FN 2 1 -3 0 .oca
» 13 eN 13 -37 .5 Very small





D A T E P H A S E O . M . T .
h .  m .  s .
R E M A R K S
O ct. 21 iPN
iSN
iSE
2 0 -2 0 .b  
2 b * 3  
—  _ Z h n h
A = 22° ca
" 27 eN
m
6- 1 3 , 1  





1 1 -5 3 .2
5 b * k
5 5 .9




• 1 -5 8 .0  ! 
5 8 ,2  | 
2 -  1 .9  •1
1
^  K,- / /  A- f ' K /(.
W.H, Bryan 




S E IS M O LO G IC A L S TA TIO N
B R ISB A N E
<£=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
I nstruments and Constants.
I N S T R U M E N T . C O M P O N E N T . F K E K  P E R I O D . D A M P I N G . M A G N I F I C A T I O N .
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. GO . E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from
the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E . P H A S E . Q .  M .  T . R E M A R K S .
h. m .  s .
191+0
Nov. 7 i?N U+- 7*1
iN '8.7
eN 1 2 .8
1NE in. 5
IE 16.1
m 1 6 .2




h 9 1PE 11- 3.9 A = 20° ca.
iSE 7.5
H 10 ?ePN 1-58.1+ Disastrous earthquake in Rumania




PN 1+-30 .0 ca
” 15 iPNE 13-5 2 .0 A = 20° ca.
iSNE 55.6






"  i 9 iN 15-1 2 .6
iNE 21.3




» 27 iPN 1Î+-2+6.5 A = 2 i+ o +
iPE I Î 6 . 6
iSN 5 0 .8 Trace amplitudes 27 m.m.
iSE 50.9
_ PN 16-1+0 .0 ca . / I s ' "  ) t . i . ' J





<£=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
M
I nstruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.— S. 12 sec. 20 :: 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 . E.— VV. 12 sec. 20 :: 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from
the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.




] ) e c .  Ij. ePN 1 3 -1 1 .9
ePE 1 2 .2
iSNE 17. k
8 eN 3 -2 1 .6
IN ______2 5 .9
iN 6 -2 6 .2
eN 29 .1
iN 17-5246
iN 5 3 .3
iN _____ 5 5 .9
M 13 iNE 1 5 -1 3 .1 *
iE 1 5 .9
iN 1 6 .0
»  1 6 ' i?PNE 9 -3 2 .5
i?SNE 3 6 .5
_. _ iE 3 7 .0
” 17 iN 1 -3 3 .2
eE 3 7 .2
MN U1.9
iPN l k - k 8 . 2 A =  29° c a . ~
iPE UÖ.3




18 iPNE 5 -3 8 .2 A =  26° +
iSNE U2.8
_ _ iN _ _ M . O
t! 22 ePN 1 2 -3 7 .8 ■ ■*
iN 3 8 .7
iSN U2.5
MN h 7 .5
_ _ PN 1U -30.0 c a . -
•
■ /J 7 /  /%)■
W.H. Bryan '
O ff i c e r  in  Charge.
Bulletin No. u.
UNIVERSITY OF Q UEENSLAND
SEISMOLOGICAL STATION .
B R ISB A N E
¿ = 2 7 °  28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E ., h = 1 5m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. •20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. •12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from 
tho Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. G. M. T.
h . in . • 8.




to Station not operating
January 6
» 11 iPE 2-50.7
iSE _____ 5luU
" 13 A  =  2 5 o  c a #
iPN 16-32.6 Trace amplitude of P group 15 m,.m.
IPE 32.7 " ” " P group 7 m.m.
iSN 37.0 " " " S group 65 m.m
iSE 37.0 " " ’• S group 80 m.m
FN 20-20 .Oca P elt at Rabaul with R.F. 8 -9 .
" 19 IN 13-53.3
iN 57.1
" 20 IN 9-37.3
iE U l.l
eN U l.l •
1NE 12-50.1
u 21 IE 6- 23.2 •
iNE 13- 3 .9
" 23 ePN 5-18.8
iSNE 22.8
"  2 b iPN 19-32.8 •
iSN 36.8 •
ISE . 36.9._____
~  2B eE 3-25.6
eN 30.7
eE 31.8
IN 3 h * 2
eN 5-58.1
IE 58.8 •




iE • ■ 51.1 _ ^  .  i . . . . . . . .
•
. •
O fficer  in ' Charge.
Bulletin No. 1*2.
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND
S E IS M O LO G IC A L S TA TIO N
BRISBANE
28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
IN STR U M EN T. COMPONENT. F R E E  PERIO D . DAMPING, M AG N IFICATIO N .
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. •20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from
tho Australian Council lor Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E . P H ASE. Q. M . T.
h . r a . s.
R EM A R K S.
19U1 



























































Trace amplitude 3U m.m.











Bulletin No. i e
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND
SEISMOLOGICAL STATION
B R IS B A N E
<¡>=21° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUM ENT. COMPONENT. F R EE PERIO D. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. Ö8 N.—S. 12 see. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. GO E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from
the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. G. M. T. REMARKS.
h .  m . s .
19U1
•
March 2 ePN 11-56.5iSN 12- 0.9
"  l k iE 16-1U.7iN 19.7iE 19.8
iN 22.9iE 23.0
" 16 iN 8- U.O
" 17 iE 8- 9.9
eN 1U.2
iE l h . kMN 17.7
" 18 eN 6-58





" 28 iPE 22-35.5 A =  25° ca.iPN 35.6 •
iN 36.0
• iE 36.1
iSN 39.9MN k 3 . k




B ulletin No.. hi;
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND
SEISMOLOGICAL STATION
B R ISB A N E
<¡>=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUM ENT. COMPONENT. FR EE FERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from
the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. 0 . M. T. REMARKS.
h. m . s .
191+1 •
April 2 eN 15-51.6
___... iN 55.8 •
" 3 iPN 15-1+1.0 A = 33° ca.iSN 1+6.1+
iSSN 1+7.7
... . MN 52.3
" 8 eN 2-55.3iN 59.7
" 1Ï
to 11; Station closed
" 15 eN 19-27.7iE 28.7 •iE 29.0
iSNE 38.6
iN 1+1+.5iE 1+1+.8
iN 55.7ME 20- 3.0
— -------- FN 22- O.Oca




—----- -- FN 15-1+0.0
" 20 iN 12-16.2




1-55.0 Long waves recorded of earthquake 
felt at Perth, V/est Australia. 
Early part of record lost while 
changing paper.





S E IS M O LO G IC A L S TA TIO N
B R IS B A N E
<j>=21° 2 8 ' 4 1 "  S ., A = 1 5 3 °  1 ' 5 2 "  E ., h = 1 5 m .
Foundation: Sem i-consolidated alluvium  o f  raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAM riNO. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from
the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. G. M. T.




Nc>tice. Sir ce the issue <)f B u lletin  No. !+!+> e le c t r ic a l  driving
mechanif sms have be en f i t t e d  to 1)oth instruments. Consequently i t  w ill
be poss: .ble in thi s and succeed: .ng B ulletins to record arriva l times
to  the i Learest sec ond and not t<> the nearest tenth of a minute as
hithertc > .
May 2 iPN 9-59-1+9 •
ePE 59-58
iSN 10- 3 - 51+
iSE 3-57













” 8 iPE 10-26-57 A =  23° ca.
iPN 26-58
iSNE 31-00
iN 31+ -0 0
iN 36-39
iE 56-1+2
" 9 eN 5-1+1-33
eE 1+1-35
iN 1+8—1+1+
" 16 eN 7-35-29
*





A = 21° ca.Trace amplitudes of P reach 28 mm. " " PP " 20 mm. 
" " S " 81+ mm* 
” " M u 55 mm.
" 1 8 Seismograph out of action.
» 21+ ePEiSE 5-22-5827-01+
" 2 6 iEeNIN
20-1+6-23 
1+6 -3 6  1+9-1+7 ‘
" 29 eN'iN 11-22-2326^ 58
" 30 Very large microseisms
0 jll / d • v. C > -  ¿ 1
W.H. Brye/n Officer in Charge.
Bulletin No,
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND
S E IS M O LO G IC A L  S TA TIO N
BRISBANE
¿ = 2 7 °  28' 41 ' S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
1+6-
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from
the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. G. M. T.
h . m . s.
REMARKS.
191+1
June 8 No record fo r  th is day
" 1 1 iN 10- 2 3 -1 8
eN 2 6 -16 '
" 1 6 No record fo r  th is day
" 18 eN 10- 2 2 -1 8
iN 28- 8
eN 20-  6-  8
iE 6-17
eN 1 1 - 1+0-n g l iE — 1 7 -^ 6 -3 6 ------
eE I+8- 5I+
iE 56-22
" 23 eE 9-3Ö- 1+
eN 38-  5
eN _ ...U5-36 ...
" 26 iPN 12- 3-16 A =  70° ca. Placed by Riverview
iPE 3-17 near Nicobar Islands in Bay o f
• iE 7-1+3 Bengal .
iSN 12-21+ Largest earthquake yet recorded by
iSE 12-27 th is sta tion .
MN 57-20 Trace amplitude =  1+0 mm.
PN 15-50- 0
" 27 iPE 7-59- 1+ A =  15° ca. Placed by Riverview
ePN 39- 5 at Finke River Central A ustralia .
iSE 8- 1-1+6 The largest earthquake yet recorded
iSN 1-1+7 from A ustralia , and one moreover
MN 1+-50 from a supposedly stable region .









O fficer  in Charge.
Bulletin No..
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND
S E IS M O LO G IC A L S TA TIO N
B R IS B A N E
<f>=27° 28' 41* S., A =*153° 1' ¿2* E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
1+7
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N .— S. 12 sec. 20 :: 1 250
Milne Shaw N o. 60 E .— W . 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from
the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. G. M. T.








" 20 eN 6 - 1+-1+7 • ft
iN 8 -  1+
" 25 iP?E 9 -52 -22
iP?N 52-21+
iS?N 55-31+
" 26 iP?E 20-19 -23
iS?E 25-5U
N ote: ’he above c o n s t itu te s  a <¡omplete re cord  f o r  the .
nîonth, whic h was the quit ¡te s t  s in ce  these b u lle t in s
Vrere f i r s t issu ed  in  Sep' member 1937*
^ ^ ( \ . . .  / • .
W . H .  Bryan '





UNIVERSITY O F QUEENSLAND
S E IS M O LO G IC A L S TA TIO N
BRISBANE
<¡>=21° 28' 41" S., A=I53° 1' 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
IN S T R U M E N T . C O M P O N E N T . F R E E  P E R IO D . D A M P IN G . M A G N IF IC A T IO N .
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from
the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E . P H A S E . G . M . T .
h .  m .  s .
R E M A R K S .
19U1 ‘
•




" 3 IN 12-U6-00 III Ml
iN U9-35 •
" 15 eN 6-30-52
eN 3U-58
FN 8-20-ca .
" 17 eN 1U-19-U9




" 20 iE 6-27-37
eN 31-31
eE 36-00




" 26 iN 17-1U-16
eE I8-38
— --------- ---------- iN l8-h6
" 28 iE 20-33-25
eE 3U-29
eN 38-28
" 30 iE 9-51-2^








<f>=27° 28' 41" S., A==153° 1' 52" E., h=15m . *
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
k9
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from
the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D ATE. PHASE. G. M. T.












" 9 iPN 7-2 i*-23
iPE 2i+-âÎ+








" 13 eE 0-16-07
eE 18-10





• » 16 iPE 21- 1+1+-1+0
iPN 1U+-1+3
iSE 1+9-38 *
iSN 1x 9— 14-6
■ LN 51-07
LE 51-31
h 17 iPN 6- 55-18
IPE 55-20 . «
iSNE 7-03-59


























3 8 - 1+5
39 - 50
A = 20° ca
Sim ilar pattern to previous guake 












W,H. B r y a n 1 




B R IS B A N E
<f>=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. ■ 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from
the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. G. M. T.
h . m . s.
REMARKS.
191a
Oct. 5 iN 10-19-13
LN 25-37 .







" 21 Pronounced microseisms




i t  \ / / A i ' t i / ' X f i .
W.H. Bryan /







B R IS B A N E
<£=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.— S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.— W. 12 sec. 20 :: 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from
the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. G. M. T. REMARKS.
h . * m .  s.
191*1
N ov. 4 iNE 2-31-5U
iN 35 -56
iN 38-5U
Î? ^ 1PE 1 1 -0 9 -2 9
1PN 9-30 I
1SN 12-51*
iSE 12-58 jV ery  s im ila r  p a tte rn s f





MN _________  15-20 i
iE 17-1*7-32 .
iN 1*7-35
eN _____  5i*-l*2
”  6 iPN 7-10-1*7 •
iSE 1U-39 •
iSN 1U-L1*
u 8 ’ iPE 23-1*5-00
iS?E - - 52 -38
”  12 iE 7 -1 0 -3 6
iN 10-38  .
W ~ ~ eN 1 0 -2 7 -3 5
eN 31-1*3
eN 38-01
eE -  38 -23
iPE 1 6 -5 6 -5 7
iPN 56-52
iSE .1 7 -0 5 -1 3
eLN 9-09-71 2Jj— iPE 2 1 -5 1 -5 0
iPN 51 -53 •
iE 56 - 11*
iS?E 56 - 1*8
.. eS?N 56-53
iE 59 -02
,__ ME 2 2 -0 0 -3 0
DATE PHASE G. M. T .
h .  m .  s .
REMARKS
Nov. 25 eN 18-21+-21
eE 21+-2 8 Very large and very distant earth­












ME 1+8-30 j Trace amplitudes to 1+2 m.m.
MN 50-00 1F 21-00 ca













SEISM OLOGICAL S TA TIO N
BR ISBANE
<f>=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N .— S. 12 sec. 20 :: 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from
the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. G. M . T.














" 6 eE 22-31+-03



















" 21+ iPE 11+-51-1+0 A =  21° ca .
iSE 55-2 3
iSSE 55-50
tt 27 No record
D A T E PH ASE G. M . T . R E M A R K S .
h . m .  s .
D ec. 28 No re co rd
it 29 eN 5 -1 0 -5 9
" 31 iE 17 -3 0 -2 0
iE 30-59
iE 32 -09
eE 19 - 0 5 -3 6
iE 6 - 1 5
iE 10-57












<£=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h =15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from
the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. G. M. T. REMARKS.h. id. s.
19^2
Jan, 7 iPE 10-52-U3 A = 22° ca.
iE 53-U5
iSE 56-UO










” 17 Exceptionally large microseisms




it 27 iPN 13-35-07 A = 25° ca.
iPE 35-09 Tentatively  placed by Riverview
iSN 39-30 in the Arafura Sea, south o f











eN L____  33rb0 Aftershocks o f above
eN 16-2+5-15
eE L.....  2+5-20
eE 20-11-15
DATE























27- U128- 01 
30-38











<f>=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m. 
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
I nstbuments and Constants.
IN S T R U M E N T . C O M PO N EN T. F R E E  P E R IO D . D A M PIN G . M A G N IFIC A TIO N .
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from 
the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E . P H A S E . G . M . T .
h .  m .  s .
R E M A R K S .
' •
191+2
Feb. 1 eN 6-10-03
eN 12- 1+0
iN lit—02
»  2 eN 17 - 58-35
iN 18-02-33





" 7 eE 9-21-1+5
« 8 iPN 20-  7-02 A =  2 2 ° c a .
iSN 11-00







:t 16 iPNE 18- 12- 1+8 A =  20 ° c a .
iSN 16-27
iS E 16-30




ri 18 iE 5- 1+6-22
eN 1+6- 21+
eN 1+8-06
,f 20 eS?E 0-51+-52 B eg in n in g  l o s t  in  changing r e c o rd s .
eS?N 51+-53
’ 22 eN 8-28-20
eN 30-09
m
S a- / /  / - ■ '-  c V  ‘  - < A  .
W.H. Bryan '
O f f ic e r  in  ch arge .
B ulletin N o,. 55
U N IVER SITY  O F Q UEENSLAND
S E IS M O L O G IC A L  S T A T IO N
B R IS B A N E
<f>=27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
I nstruments and Constants.
IN ST R U M E N T . COM PONENT. F R E E  P E R IO D . DAM PING. M AGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
The Station ig maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from
. the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
















A = 20° oa.
7 Large M icroseism s
”  10 eE
eN 10- 36-0236- 01+








0 = 27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
IN S T R U M E N T . C O M P O N E N T . F R E E  P E R IO D . D A M P IN G . m a g n i f i c a t i o n .
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.— S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have 
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.





































5 0 - 59





A = 51° + . Large earthquake 








• No record 
A = 19° ca.
'(( ; / [  / ' j <  y *7
W.H. Bryan
. O fficer in Charge.
Bulletin No,
UNIVERSITY O F  Q U EEN S LA N D7
SEISM O LO GICAL STATION
B R IS B A N E
^ = 2 7 °  28' 41" S., A =153° 1' 52" E ., h =15m .
Foundation : Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.— W. 12 sec. 20 :: 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have 
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 






























2 -0 0 -ca






4 . ^ c







 ^ =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation : Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. magnification.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 :; 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 . E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. G. M. T. REMARKS.h. m. s.
191+2
June 3 1PN 1 6-3 5 -2 2 A = 19° ca
iPE 35-21+
IN 35-59




" k eN 77^12-51
eE 12-37iStt 18-1+0
1SE 18-1+5
" 6 ePE H+-5 8 -1 3
iE 5 8-1+1+
iSE 15-0 2 -2 0





MN 39-1+0 Very similar patterns. Probably
FN l l - l i5 -e a




" 11+ iPN 3-17-U5 A = 1+1° ca
iSN 21+-00
MN 31+-20
" 15 eN 13-52-11
IN 53-51


















































Severe damage at Wellington, 
New Zealand,
Trace amplitudes 110 mm. 
















 ^ =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Bulletin N o..................... ...
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 :: 1 260
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have 
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University o f Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. G. M. T.











2 -  59-00  
59-05  
59-28
3 -  0 1 -1 2
3-05
U-1 0
5 - 1 0
5-28




























5 7 - 09
58-  06







3 7 - 52






22-  5 5 -5 8  
57-13
2 3 -  01-26
1-30
A =  3h° ca«
/Çfcyruv
W.H. Brydn 





B R IS B A N E
 ^ =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation : Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Xnstkuments and Constants.
IN S T R U M E N T . C O M P O N E N T . F REE P E R IO D . D A M r iN G . m a g n i f i c a t i o n .
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.— S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have 
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E . P H A S E . G . M . T .
h .  m .  s .
R E M A R K S .
191+2
August 1 iE 1+-5 2 -5 8
iE 57-0 0
eLE 59-36
iPE 1 2 - 39-06 A = 22° ca
iSE 1+3-03
ME 1+8-00 Trace amplitude 1+8 mm.
PE ll+-20-ca
iPE II+-3 8 -2 7
iS?E nn—33
LE 5 1 - 1+6
ME 55-20
PE l6-i+0-ca
” 3 iE 20-11+-57





" 6 ePE 23 - 56-I 1I+
ePN 57-03





" 13 iPE 1 5 -Ü9-II+ A =  20° ca.
iPPE 1-9-33
iSE 52 - 1+8
LE 5 6 -2 2
ME 57-15
" 11+ eE 8-20-50





iE 31-1+5— *  -----------
DATE PHASE
h.



















































A = 16° ca
A = 82° ca. Reported from 
Aleutian Islands.
Trace amplitude for S, 8 m.m*
Trace amplitude for SS, 36 m.m.
Trace amplitude for M, 34 m.m.
” 25 PN 2-00-ca








 ^ =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have 
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.

































U 2 -U 0
REMARKS.
(  ;  W V
W.H. Bryan /





B R IS B A N E
cf> =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. c o m p o n e n t . FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 :: 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. • 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have 
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. G. M. T.
h . m . s .
REMARKS.
191*2 






1 1 - 55 -07  
55 -10  
55 -32  
58-51* 
58 -58
1 2 - 0 1 -3 0









A =  22° ca


























23 -30 -09  
30 -10  
30 -19  
30 -20  
32 -08  
32-10 
3 6-53  
36 -55  
1*0-31 
1*0-33 
l - 3 0 - c a














( ( < / / 'V ii v  t / ( .
"WtH. B ry a n / 




B R IS B A N E
<}> =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° V 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
I nstkujvients and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have 
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.




4 =27° 28' 41" S., ,A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. G. M. T.
h. m . s .
REMARKS.
19h2 



























3 5 - 36
3 6 - 30
3 7 - 22
A =  23w ca.




























» 21 Strong microseismo






















S t a t io n  c lo s e dA = 22° +






—27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation : Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUM ENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. m a g n if ic a t io n .
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.— S. 12 sec. 20 :: 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have 
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
m 3
PHASE. G. M. T.
h . m . s .
REMARKS.
Jan. l*-7 Strong m icroseism s
ii 9 iE 5 -5 8 -3 3












" 19 eN 20-08 -23
iN 13-21





(■ {.) ') /  -c . .> • - /  r<
W.H. Bryan 1 




B R IS B A N E
0 =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h==15m.
Foundation : Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250 ____
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have 
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. G. M. T.
h . m .  s.
REMARKS.
19U3
Feb. 5 Heavy raicrose isms




eP?N 5-33-17 Very sim ilar to  preceding.
iS?N 35-29 Probably from same centre
iSS?N 38-52













» 17 iPN 2-19-51
iPE 20-03
iSN 23-39







n 21 ePN 18-16-23
iSN 22-36





FN 12-2l*-ca ----  . _ - . I  ------- ■
L -  { J /V
W . H .  Bryan /





¿ -27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation : Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 260
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. G. M. T.






1 7 - 7 - 5 0  
1 0 - 1 3  
1 7 - 2 0
































1 0 -0 2 - 0 7
0 2 - 0 8
5-39
12- U2
1 3 - 0 1  
13-11 
13-19 






















39- 3 k  
hO-38 
1+5-53
Apparently from same centre as 
preceding quake*
Record of E-W component so weak 
that phases could not he recognised.










A =  17° ca.
DATE PHASE G. M. T.
h. m. s.
REMARKS.
Inarcò 12 eN 18-32-13
IN 3 6 - 1+1
iE 37-22
t i 1U iP?N 8-50-07
iS?N 5U-04
iPN 17-11+-51 A = 176 +; Trace amplitudes of
iSN 18-01+ long waves to 22 mm»
































H 16 iPNE 23-07-20 A =  17° ca.
iSE 10-28
iSN 10-31






f f 20 Record confused
t f 21 iPN :>0-1+0-35 A = 22° ca. Trace amplitude." of
iSN 1+1+-28 long waves to 1+0 mm.














iPN 18-U0-32iPPN UU-11eSKSN 50-58iSE 51-29eSN 51-39ePSNE 53-03ISSN 57-55iSSSN 19-03-02









 ^ =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUM ENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MA GNEBTO ATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 260
Milne Shaw No. 60 E .—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have 
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D ATE. PH ASE. G. M. T.
h .  m .  s.
REM ARKS.
191*3















A =  1*9° ca.
"  3 iE 1 3 - 2 0 - 1 9























1 6 - 21-1*3
2 5 -  1*5
2 6 -  0 2
3 1 - 58
3 2 -  01*
3 2 - 5 I*
3 5 - 1*9
35-52
1*1 - 3 2
1 7 -  06- 1*1 
1 9 - 30 -c a
A =  115° ca
” 7 IN
iN
2 3 - 3 8 -0 8












8 -  57-17  
59-07  
59-11
9 -  03-1*2 
03-1*1*
6-1*3
6-  5 I*
7 -  55
8-  1 9
10-31*
A =  1*3° +
.
































































A = 21 ca
falH. Bryan/





<f> =27 ° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Bulletin Nq
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUM EN T. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.— S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 :: 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have 
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D ATE. PH ASE. G. M. T.
h . m .  8.
REMARKS.
19L3
May 2 eN 17-L5-56
eN L9-18
eN 5 6 - 1 2
eN 57-58
FN 19-L5-ca
" 3 iJiPNE 2 -07 -51 A = L7 ° ca
iPE 8-13 Depth = 100 km ca.






iGN 2 0 - 0 2




» 7 iN 8-1U-36
eN 1 6 -0 6











" 11 ePN 9-11 -15




” 13 IN 17-37 -lU
MN L5-3L
D A T E P H A S E a .  m . t .h. m . s. R E M A R K SMay 18 iPNiPPNiSEiSNiGNiL2N
6-11-2912-1*616- 5917- 02 19-57
2b-oh25 iPEiPNiPPNiPPEiBNiSEiSSNmn
23-15-3315-3617-3317-1*221-5521-5825-lU33-50
A = 1*3° ca .






= 2 7 ° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace*
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUM ENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. m a g n i f i c a t i o n .
Milne Shaw No. 58 





2 0  : 1 
2 0  : 1
250
250
Both instruments have been modified 13j the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE PHASE G. M. T.h. m . s . REMARKS









1 9 - 1 8 - 3 1















9 -1 2 -2 6
1 2 -2 8
IB -02
1 8 -2 0
18 -2 3
2 1 -2 5
2 1 -2 7
A = 3 8 ° +






1 0 - 55-02 
5 5 - 0 3  
5 9 - 5 1  
5 9 - 5 2
1 1 -  03-02
3 - 0 3
A = 2 8 ° +
P rin ter, B risb an e , w
Vf .ft. Bryan f 
O f f i c e r  in  Charge.
Bulletin N o
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND
SEISM OLOGICAL STATION n
B R IS B A N E
 ^ =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation : Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace*
Instbuments and Constants.
INSTRUM EN T. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. m a g n i f i c a t i o n .
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.— S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have 
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Coimcil for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D ATE. PH ASE. G. M. T.




July 5 eE 13-U8-06
eN U8- 09















eLiN 5 2 -15
eLiE 52-17







































5 -5 0 -c a
"VTTH. Bryan /  
O f f i c e r  in  Charge






ÿ =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation : Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUM ENT. c o m p o n e n t . FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. m a g n i f i c a t i o n .
Milne Shaw No. 58 ........................... N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 . . E.—W. 12 sec. 20 :; 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PH ASE. G. M. T.








2 5 - 37
2 6 - 5U 
28-29
A =  17° ca












5 5 - 23
5 6 - UU 
58-58
3- 00-c a
A =  20° +
Trace amplitude of S to 17 mm. 






































1 -  5k





D A T E P H A S E G . M . T.
h . m . s . R EM A R K S
. a u g u s t  1U iPEipPE 8-13-1813 -3 3eSE 17-1*017 eE ! eE 13 -2 1 -2 527-28oC\J ININ 1-36-53iio-11
" 23 iPZ*iPPNePPZ*iSN
7-11-21
1 1 - 3 611-iiO1 5 -ill
tl 27 eNeN 0-U7-U153-09* Readings obtained f rom V e r tic a l I:Senioff during t r i a ls .
w7h .  Bryan/ O ffic e r  in  Charge
#
•






<f> —27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 ........................... N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E .—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have 
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
























Very strong. All phases with 









































8 - 1+7-U2 
1*8-32








A = 65i° ca.







A = 32° +
DATE PHASE G. M. T.
h .  m .  s. REMARKS
Sspt, 12 iN 1-38-35
iN Uh-h9
iN U7-59
eN - .....  5.2-35
»' 13 iPZ 5-21-23
iPZ 21-1+6-Lp.





















iPZ 3-51-08 Very sim ilar to  above and

































v*' 1 1inter, B risbane.(p/o
D A T E PH A S E
G. M . T.
































































































2 1- 3 6
25-31
25- 35












°^Vt' W inter, B r i s b a n e .^
{ a ),  / /  / v
W.H. BRYAN ( 
O ffic e r -in -C h a rg e .




<f> =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation : Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have 
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 




B R IS B A N E
<f> =27° 28' 41* S., A==153° 1' 52" E., h=15m. 
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUM ENT. c o m p o n e n t . FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. m a g n i f i c a t i o n .
Milne Shaw No. 58 ........................... N.— S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 :: 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have 
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E . PHASE. G. M. T.
h . m . s .
REMARKS.
Readings o l’ ù  are uaaeu U l l  V C l  L i i O U l  J U O U X U 1  X  x n o  v^ ju ^  ~  y
the fre 3 period  o f  wt ich  is  1.5 seconds.
19U3






” 3 iPZ 1U-U6-09 A =  93u + t  Probably from same
iSKSN 56-1+7 centre as previous earthquake.
iSSN 15- 0 3 -3 8
iSSSN 7-1+5
eGN 1U-11
6----- iP$Z 6- 2 7 - 0 3
iSE 31-27
eGE 33-01
iPEZ 8-37-30 D ila tation  W. A =  2f$.9u
* Trace amplitude 29 m.m.
iSEZ I4.2 - 2 1 Trace amplitudes o f  surface waves to
10 c.m.
" 7 iN 0-29-13
iN 6-1+5-1+1
eN 1+7-33




eSZ 26 - 3 O
iSE 26-51
iPNZ 22-3U-03 D ila tation  N.
eFE 3U-07
ePPN 3U-1Ô
iSN 3 8 -OI
iSE 3 8 - 0 2 i
iSZ 38-03





UN IVER SITY O F  Q U EEN SLA N D
SEISM O LO G ICAL STA TIO N
B R IS B A N E
<f> =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
F o u n d a tio n : Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. m a g n i f i c a t i o n .
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 260
Milne Shaw No. 60 E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. G. M. T.











1 Z are based 
free period
6 - 1 0 - 0 9
1(5-31
1U-30
m  Vertical Benioff Instrument 




10- 5 5 - 3 6






















iPZ 6-59-59 ^ Compression

















1 6 - 0 1 - 2 8
2-25
8 - 01+
1 1 - 2 0
1 1 - 21+
19-1+1+
DATE PHASE G. M. T.
h . m . s . REMARKS
Dec . 1U ePZ - 18-5.2-52*? 17 iPZ 114-0 3-55
1» 18 ePZ 19-18-U6 •ipPZ 18-50
t! 20 iPZ • 13-29-U2 DilatationiZ ... 35-35
V 23 iPNZ 19-05-05 Compression. H ± 19h.00m.08s.iPE 5-07 A = 22.U°. Azimuth 359° E.of N.iZ 5-2U Epicentre calculated at 5*0°S,iSNE 9-OU 152.5° E. Initial amplitude ofiSZ 9-06 SN 120 m.m.iZ 10-18 Amplitudes of long waves offiZ U2-25 record.iZ 20-31-31FN 23-00-ca
If 2 k iPZ 1 -1 1 -3 0
iPZ 1-52-U9
ipPZ 52-5UesZ 56-21
iPZ U-02-36iS?Z 6 - 1 i l
eZ 6-01-27
eZ 11-U9-22
!f 27 eN 0-53-lUeN 57-17





tr 30 iPZ ---- 5=29=15ePN 29-16iSN 33-05iZ 3U-28
iPZ 7-U1-U7 DilatationiPN U1-U8



















Dilatation from N, 










<f> =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
INSTRUMENT. COMPONENT. FREE PERIOD. DAMPING. MAGNIFICATION.
Milne Shaw No. 58 N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne Shaw No. 60 E .—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Both instruments have been modified by the incorporation of electric driving mechanisms. These have
doubled the speed of the recording drums, which is now 16 millimetres per minute.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by a grant from the 
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. G. M. T.



















































































































A = 23° ca.
/ ■ : ^
wVHV" Bryan 7 
Of f 1c er ln Charge.
I’rtnter, Brlsbane.e»
Bulletin N o.. 78
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND
SEISM OLOGICAL STATION
B R IS B A N E
0 = 27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Rate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1-5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. pei1 minute E.—W. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 ........................... 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1*5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E . P H A S E . U .  T .
h .  m .  s.
U N IT . R E M A R K S .
19 Uh
Feb, 1 iPPE 3-UU-07 M-S S e r io u s  damage r e p o r te d  from




i s s :s n 6-28 ff
eGN 17-15 !f
IN - 21-08 tr G w aves w ith  p e r io d  o f  6 1 s e c .
IL iN 30-00 ti
FN 7-30-ea tf







” 7 iPZ 19-2U-U3 B A =  21.6°
iPN 2U-U5 M-S
iS E 28-36 t i
iSN 28-38 11
" 11 iPZ 9- 3U-53 B D i l a t a t i o n
ipP ?Z 35-19 !!
" 13 eN 23-31-07 M-S
eN 38-38 »
" 23 iPNZ 2 0 -1 3 -3 6 B C om p ression . A =  21.9°
iPN 13-39 M-S
iSNE 17-30 11
iSN 17-31 .. B
Printer, Brisbane.
D A T E . P H A S E . U .  T .
h .  m .  s.



















Ix 2 -h 3
h k - 0 7


























Compression. A =  79»0°.
N.B .  An
_____ j
lY M cr liiisb .P e . |
unusually quiet month i o' c+ 3 South-west Pacific.





SEISM OLOGICAL STATION 79
BRISBANE
0 = 27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Rate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 .. 15 m.m. pe^  minute E.—W. 1-5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 ......................... 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1-5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E . P H A S E . U .  T .
h .  m .  s.
U N I T . R E M A R K S .
19bb
Mar. 3 eN 13-30-55 - • M-SV IN 35-U1 »»
iE 35-U8 !»






e L 2N 38-51 »!






ft 8 eN 23- 10-12 !»
eN 13-53 !»
MN 17-L5 !»
~ T t -----------
9 iNZ 16-01-37 B Compression
It 10 eZ 6-50-50 P
iZ 50-58
i t 11 iPZ 17-3U-55 B A =  21.7°









G oU . P r i n t e r ,  B r i s b a n e .
D A T E . P H A S E . U .  T.
h .  m .  s.






H - 2 9 -2 3





















































































A =  19.6°, H =  23-30-12 
Compression




















































A B 31.U°.H = 00-1+3-17 
Azimuth = 303°
Dilatation to N.W. 





















D A T E . P H A S E . U . T .
h .  m .  s .
















u t »  2 9 eN
iZ
eN



























2 - 3 8






















Officer n  in Charme.
Bulletin No..
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND
SEISM O LO G ICAL S TA TIO N
BRISBANE
<f> =27° 28' 41" S.f A=153° 1' 52" E., h^=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
00
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Kate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. per minute E.—W. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1-5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E . P H A S E . t r .  t .
h . m . s .
U N IT . REMARKS.
19UU
April 2 eN U-U6-3U M-S
eN U8-1 U it







eN U-07 tt ,
eLN L-L6 h
eN 8-26 tt
"  k iZ 18 -06-50 B
eE 12 -3 2 M-S
eN 1 12-36 11
" 8 ÏP?NZ 8-16-19“ B Dilatation
1P?NZ 9-22-lU B
" 10 No record
" 12 iZ 1 5 -2 7 -37 B
” Ik ePN 18 - 1 U-36 M-S
iPNZ i u -38 B Compression
__ eSN 17-5U M-S
_  " 16 eLN 12-5L-07 M-S 1




iLi ?N 2-23 tf
Govt. P rin ter, Brisbane.
D A T E . P H A S E . U . T . U N IT . R E M A R K S .
h .  m .  s .
April 22' iP?N 1-33-29 BiP?Z _____21-30 it
iPZ 2-20-23 B A =  30.8°, h= .01R; H =  2-1U-15iPN 20-27 ttePE 20-29 M-SipPE 20-1*3 i t1SE 25-18 tr
v? 2 3 - iPN 11-02-57 M-SiSN 7-07 t?
9-2U tt
" 26 iPE 2-00-38 M-S A =  32.3; H =  1-5U-11iPZ 0-39 BipN 0-Ul it
iPN 0-1*2 M-S
iZ 0 -h 3 BIN o - h k 11iPPN 2-02 M-S
iSN 5 -5 b BiSN 5 -5 5 M-SiSE 5 -5 1 itiON 8-10 n
MN 16-10 11
ti 27 iPNZ 1U-UU-31 B Compression from N
ipP?N UU-38 M-S A  =  33.0°, H =  1U-37-57
ipP?E bi*-Ul tt
iZ UU-UU BiSZ U9-UU it
iSN U9-U6 M-S
ME 59-ca tt Trace amplitude 105 mm.
MN 15-00-ca tt Trace amplitude 98 mm.
FN 18-00-ca tt
iPN 19-11-36 M-S Pfobably aftershock of above;
iPZ 11-37 B Compression. H  =  19-OU-58.





iLiN 2 0 -5 6 it




eLN 1 7 -06 t»
~  n 28 ‘ eN 5 - 16-o U M-S
eN 1 9 - 1 * 2 it
/  ' ' ? /  ' / J
" l  ( J  f  /  /  J  ‘ ^  <t.
W 7 H .  Bryan /
Officer in Charge






B R ISB A N E B ulletin  No# 81
* =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E ., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Rate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) .. 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. per minute E.—W. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1*5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. U. T.h. m. s . UNIT. REMARKS.
I9hh
May 1 iPNZ 2 3 - 2 2 -1 1 B Compression
» k iPNZ 6-UL-5 8 B Compression
iPN hb-59 M-S
iSN U8-5U M-S
eSE L9-  2 ti
iLiE 51-07 t!
IPNZ 6-53-U 8 B
iPZ 7 - 0 8 -3 6 B
IPN 8-37 ••
iPNZ 7 - 1 0 -1 8 B Very sim ilar to preceding
iPZ 7-57-23 u D ilatation
iPN 57-2U 11
” 5 eZ ! 3 - 5U-5 0  1 B
eN 5U-53 )!
eN 6 - 0 1 -0 6 M-S
eN i 3-53 it
"  12 iPNZ 7 - 0 6 -2 6 B.M-S
ePN 6 -2 8 B
iSN 10- 0U M-S
iLiN 11-51 tt
" 1U iPN 8 - 5 6 -1 2 M-S
iSN 5 9 -5 1 ....... . 11
iN 11- 0 2 -1 3 * 1
eN 8-30 If
" 15 iPZ 19 -23 -30 B Compression A = 2 3 . 6 ° .
iPN 23-33 M-S H = 19 -18-21




il/lN 2 9 - 1+0 »!







D A T E . P H A S E . TJ. T .
h . m . s .
U N IT . R E M A R K S.
May 18 ePZ i*-i+8-l*2 BiPN l*8-l*5 M-SePE U8-U7 t?eSNE 52-1*5 1?iSS?N 53-19 ?t
" 19 iPNZ 0-2h-i*2 DilatationePE 2U-U8 M-Si?N 28-1*0 »»
1?E 28-1*5 ifiS?E 29-10 u
iS?N 29-19 ffMN _____________ _ tf
•' 22 iPZ 9-05-30 B Dilatation
" 23 1Z 22-1*6-1*0 B Dilatation
" 25 IPZ 1 - 1 1 - 2 2 B DilatationiPN 11-23 11
iPN 1 1-2 6 M -S
■iSN 15-09 11
iPisr 1 3 -03-28 M-S
iPZ 3-30 B CompressioniPN 3-31 1?1SZ 8-22 11
" 29 iPNZ 7-3b-09 B Compression
30 iZ 10-07-05 B
/  ') /  /  )
■ '/  / ' }  .










* = 2 7 ° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m . 
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Bulletin No* 82
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Kate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) .. 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. per minute E.—W. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1*5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E . P H A S E . U .  T .
h .  m .  s .
U N I T . R E M A R K S .
191*1*
June 2 eN 2-55-08 BeZ ... 55-1*2 i t
" 3 1PNZ U-19-U9 B
eN 8-OU-51 BeZ l*-52 t !iE 9-52 M -S
iPNZ 8-18-U6 B Compression from N.iSE 23-03 M -S A =  21**7° J H =  8-13-27iSZ | 2 3-01* BiSN ! 23-05 i teN 25-29 i teZ 25-30 ’?eLE 27-11 M -S
” 6 iPN 3-1*9-11 M -S A =  22.5°; H =  3-l*l*-13.ePE 1*9-12 i tePN 1*9-11* BePZ 1*9-16 i tIN 1*9 -2 6 M -SiSN 53-11 »iSE 53-12 t iiSN 53-16 BiLlN 55-15 M -SiLiE 55-16 i t
" 7 iPNZ 10-25-26 B Compression .ipP?Z 2 5-1*2 »»
ipP?N 25-1*3 tt
" 8 iPNZ 1U-36-19 B Compression from N,iS?N 1*0-19 M -S
" 9 ePZ 20-23-1*9 B
eE 2 0-5 5 -0 6 M -S
eN 59-01* tt
eE 59-18 ft
iE 21-01-21* i t Sudden change in wave length
^  . iN 1-28 tt and amplitude.
Govt. P rin ter, B risbane.
1!
D A T E . P H A SE . U . T .
h .  m .  s .
U N IT. RE M A R K S.
June 12 IN 5-55-07 M-S
IE 50-09 II
I t 15 eN 17-27-39 B
eeZ 27-U0 B,M-!3
IN 27-UU M-S
If 16 eN 17-27-U6 B
eZ 27-U8 i t
1f 18 iLN 2-1U-19 M-S
f t 21 iPZ 11-02-01 B A a  22,5° ca











f f 25 iPN 1U-21-18 M-S
iSN 2U-29 i t
iGN 25-19 if
If 26 iPN U-U9-25 M-S
iPNZ U9-27 B Dilatation to N.
iZ U9-U5 i t
iSN 53-17.. M-S
11 28 ePZ 9-59-2U B
iPN 59-25 it
- I d  V / ; > V  i y A , / L
W . H " .  Bryan /
Officer in Charge.






SE1SMOLOGICAL STATION B u lletin  No. 83.
BRISBANE
<f> = 2 7 ° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Rate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.— S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.— S. 1-5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. per minute E.—W. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1*5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E . P H A S E . U .  T .li. m .  s . U N I T .
R E M A R K S .
191+1+
July 2 IN 8-1+5-09 M-S
iN 51-01 11
" h iPNZ U-53-09 B D ilatation
" 7 eZ 17-30-1+6 B
eZ 32- 1+2 »
" 10 iPZ 13-31-13 B D ila tation
ePN 31-11+ !»
iPc P?E 32-18 M-S
iE 32-32 »!
eSN 38-1+1+ I t
iPEZ 15-53-11 I M-S Compression,
ePN 53-12 B A = 3 1 .2 ° , H = 15-1+6-52
iSZ 58-11+ ti
iSE 1 58-15 M-S
iGE 16-00-17 11
____ eLlN l - l i l  ! 11
" 11 iPNEZ 18-36-11+ ]3, M-S D ila tation  to  N .E .,
iSN 39-26 M-S A = 17 .5 °, H = 18-32-11
___ leLlN li.0-1+3 i t» 13 ePZ 0-18-11 B
IN 23-11+ M-S
eLN 2U-1+1+ 11
" 16 iS?N 10-31-17 M-S
iSS?N 31+-27 i t
" 17 iPNZ 9-1+2-18 B D ilatation  to  N.
eS?N U5-1+1+ 11
» i9 IN 10-1+0-03 M-S
eE 23-06-06 I f
" 23 eLN I I - 27- 3I+ M-S
ePN 1-51- 11+ t f Deep focus ? Surface waves o f
ipP?N 52-06 »! very small amplitude.
iSN 51+-35 !)
U °'t. Printer, Brisbane.
DATE. PHASE. U. T.
h .  m . s.
UNIT. REMARKS.
July 2k iPNEZ 7-3U-U3 B , M - i 3 D ila ta t io n  to  N .E .,
iSN 38-21 iW3 Azimuth =  21°.
iSE 38-2U It A ss 20 .0 °, H s 7-30-11.
ISSN 38-37 It E p icen tre  8,5° S .L a t . ,
iSSE 38-39 tt 160.0° E. Long.
IL i N UO-16 ft
MN U2-21 tt
" 27 iPNZ 0-17-15 B,M- 3
iSKSN 27-UO M-S
iSKKSN 28-10 it
eGN — U5-15 ii
eZ 8-29-53 B
IE 39-05 M-S
IE 39-32 i i
s i \ J  / / /w’ -'
~ t/V . H  * Bryan /  !
,  O f f i c e r  in  Charge.





SEISM OLOGICAL STATION Bulletin No. &k
BRISBANE
4 =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Rate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1-5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. per minute E.—W. 1-5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 15 m.m. per minute Vertical P5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. U. T.h. m. 8. UNIT.
REMARKS.
19kk
Aug. 1 iZ 23- 58-19 B
iN 58-20 1
eNZ .........58-UO if
^  k iNZ 9-18-fe B Compression
” 6 iPN I 6- 36-15 M-S
IN 38-09 u
iSN ko -b o i r
eL2N UU-39 i t
iP?N i 18-L8-32 M-S
eSN 53-52 i f
iLN 57-07 i t
MN 58-31 ir
7 ePZ ! 12-U5-10 B A = 21 .8°, H s= 12-1+0-19







eSZ L9-07 i t
eLN 51-11 M-S
" 8 iPNZ 8- 38-56 B Compression
iPNE 38-58 M-S
iPPN 39-30 11
iSN 143-26 i t
eSE U3-37 f
1GN Uii-08 t t
" 10 eN 10-5U-18 B
eZ 5U-19 i t
eN 5U-2U M-S
eN 55-06 1
IN 58-U5 i f
iS?E 58-55 i t
eLN ll-OU-28 i r
Uoit. P rin te r, Brisbane.
1
i
DATE. P H A S E . U .  T .
h. m. s.
























A =  25.lu, H =  16-58-25



























































"  19 iZ 8-37-12 B
IZ 22-3a-U6 B























Dilatation; Unusually short 
wave lengths for P*
A =  28.5 . H =  12-25-OU. ... .
eN 1 5 -25-0 7 M-S
































4> =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E„ h=15m. B ulletin  No, 85 
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Rate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 .. . . . . 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. peT* minute E.—W. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1*5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D ATE. PH ASE. U . T.
h .  m .  s.
UNIT. REMARKS.
Sept. 3 iPN 19-22-09 M - S
ePPN 21+-21 if
iSN 30-53 tt
ISSN 3 5 -H tr
eGN 14.0--Q7 tr
”  5 ePN 1 2 - 38 - 1+2 M - E
eSN Ü2-17 »
IE 15-37 -20 M - £
eN 37-30 tf
eLN 1+5-HO tr
eLE 1+5 -1+6 tf




1SE 59-52 M - £ '
iSN 59-57 11 Very clear
IN 59-58 B
» 1 1 iPNZ 9-52-U5 B




IE 51+-16 M - S
iS?Z 5 6 -2 1 B
iS?E 56 - 21+ M - S
IN 58-37 B
iLE 10-07-51+ M - S
"  1 2 eE 2 - 1+1 - 01+ M - S
IE 1+5 - 2 1 tt
eN 1+5-29 tf
IN 1+6-05 it
iE b.8- 1+0 tr
iZ 11-03-59 B
_____ IN 1+-00 11
G°vt. P r in te r ,  B risb a n e .
D A T E . P H A S E . U . T.
h . m . a.
U N IT . R E M A R K S.
Sept, I k iPEZ 6-U 7-22 ]:s,m-sePN U7-23 B
eN 57-22 M-S
IE 57-i'rO I I
iLN 7 -0 5 -0 5 I tI f 15 1NZ 1U -01-3U BI f 17 iPN 2 3 -1 6 -3 0 M-S
iSN 20-25 i f
eLN 22-50 hI f 21 iPZ 6- 19-52 B Compression from N.
ePN 19-53 M-SeSN 23-2U......... i tI I 22 iPZ 1 9 -2 5 -1 1 B
iPZ 22-3U -h9 B Compression
ipP?Z 35-05 hI t 23 iPZ 3 -1 7 -0 9 BePN 17-10 t i




iSE 35-UU i f
iSSE UO-53 if
iGE U7-20 i f
iPE 1 6 -0 6 -5 0 M-S
iPZ 6-52 B
ePN 6-53 i t
1PP?E 7-30 M-S
iS?E 11-22 t i
6 LE 15-10 t iI f 25 iPNZ 1 8 -5 1 -2 1 B CompressionI I 27 iPZ 1 3 -25-31 BIPN 25-32 I t
1SKS?E 1 6 -^ 9 -2 2 M-S "V
eSKS?N h 9 - 2 k h
1SKKS?E 51-U2 i t
L J / ' / O - ' - ' - r 1! ! ' - . . .W.H. Bryan7
Officer in Charge.




BRISBANE Bulletin No* 8 6
<f> = 2 7 °  28' 41" S., A =153° 1' 52" E ., h = 1 5 m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Rate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) .. 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. per minute E.—W. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1-5 sec.
’ Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D ATE. PH ASE. U . T.
h .  m .  s.
U NIT. REMARKS.
19UU 
















A =  U 7.0°. H «= 16-06-U9 Dilatation













Compression; Surface waves relatively small, 
















Dilatation to S; A =  1 8 ,0 ° ;  
H =  17-27-21+ .
Superimposed .aftershock ?
iZIN 21 -18 -0218-05 BB
” 6 ePNZINiEiSNiSEiSSE




5 5 - 35







D A T E . P H A S E . U . T .
h .  m .  s .
U N IT . R E M A R K S .
Oct * 7 iPNZ 18-56-09 BePE 56-17 M-£iSN . 1 9-0 0 -21 B1SE 00-22 M-EiSZ 00-26 BiSSNE 00-57 B.M-É)w 9 i.N 2©'~/49**27 M-SeE 57-10 i»eL?E 59-U3 f?©L?N . 59-45 11
M 1 1 ePNZ 5-30-36 BiSN 30-44 M-SÌN 31-15 M-SiPE 9-51-57 M-SiPZ 51-56 ' B CompressioniSE 57-20 M-SiS?N 57-27 tt
r
o IE 14-15-34 M-SeN 15-37 BiZ 15-38 h
1PÈ 16-JÜ-3 5 M-SiPNZ 1 1 - 3 6 B jM-ii1 Dilatation to N.ipP?E 12-17 M-S
ipP?N 12-S7 hiSN 15-02 11
iSNE 15-03 B,M-f 1
iSZ 15-04 B
isS?E 15-43 M-SiE 15 ~¿i7 t i
" 13 ePN 11-25-41 M-S
iPE 2 5 ~ * h r l l i t
ePZ 25-46 B
eSE 3 0 -12 M-S
iN 30-28 h
iN 32-38 h
" 14 iPE 2-23-03 M-SiPNZ 25-Qk B Dilatation to N.
iPFNZ 2 3 -18 it




iSE 1 7 —48 it
iE 18-52 i t
iPZ 13-08-19 B '
ePZ I6-26-I4 B








iPE 11-58 • M-S
iSE I6 -2 7 11
„_ iZ 16-51 B





U o\t. P r in t e r ,  B r is b a n e .
D A T E . P H A S E .
1
U . T .
h .  * m .  s .
U N IT . R E M A R K S .
O c t*  17 eN 3-U5-I+7 MH3
eS?N 1+9-51+ t t
e J J .... 5 3 -0 5  . _ tv
1S?B 1 9 -0 0 -3 6 iii-s
iS?N 00-1+3 t t
MN 2 !i-o a t t
n ¿ I eZ 1 0 -3 6 -3 7 B




' iZ 2 1 -2 1 -2 1 B
eN 2 1 -2 3 B
" 28 6E 10-27-1+2 M-S
eE 32-1U  ____ 11
"  3 1 iPNZ 9 - 3 1 - 3 6 B D i l a t a t i o n  to  N.
iPP?N 3 2 -1 2 B
iPP?Z 3 2 -1 3 B
iS?N 3 5 - 2 7 .... . B
J  J '/  .
"■'■W.ffl. Bryan/
O f f i c e r  in  Charset
Govt. Prin ter, Brisbane.
1
Bulletin No.,
UNIVERSITY O F QUEENSLAND
SEISM OLOGICAL STATION ^U stln  Ho, 87.
BRISBANE
<f> = 2 7 °  28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h =15m .
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Rate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milnc-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. per minute E.—W. 1-5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1*5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
. DATE. PHASE. U. T.h. m. s . UNIT. REMARKS. .















5 A =  21.2° j  H =  12-10-1+1 
}
Trace amplitude 115 nan.


























































1 -  59-53 
59-5H











































































D ila ta tion  to  N.
■S P unusually la rge ; 
3 Deep focu s?
M-SnZw 26 ePN 1 P5TI
8-22-37
26-38


















l  _______________  ■
Printer, l i .I kIj î-ic.
DATE. PHASE. U . T.









Dilatation to N .E .  






















Govt. P r in te r , Brisban e.
"
i1
/,.7a o  ,







4 = 2 7 ° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52"
B u l l e t i n  No# 
E., h=15m .
Foundation : Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
88
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Hate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff: No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. per minute E.—W. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1*5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. U. T.
h . m . s.
UNIT. REMARKS.
D ec. 1 iPEZ l*-05-18 B,M-S D ila ta t io n
iPN 5 -1 9 B
IN 7 -5 7 M-S
iE 7-5 8 11
iN 9-11* B
1Z 9 -1 6 t i
iE 9 -1 7 M-S
IN 11-55 11
iE 11-56 11
« u iPZ 20-U 2-32 B
iPN U2-35 M-S
ePE 1*2-38 t r
eSN 1*8-50 i t
iE 1*9-15 t r
IN 52-12 i t
” 5 ePZ 1U -31-05 B
eN 31 -25 M-S
IE 3 5 -3 8 tr
e N 38 -08 it
iE 3 8 -1 8 _____ f t
eZ 1U-UÔ-37 B
IN 1*8-55 M-S
iE 53-10 t r
iE 55-52 1«
iN 56-08 i t
” 7 IPZ l*-l*6-08 B C on sid era b le  damage re p o rte d
iPE 1*6-09 M-S from  Japan.
ePN 1*6-11 i t
iSN 51i-l* l tr
-_ MN 5 -0 9 -ca tr T race am plitude 51* mm.
Govt- Printer, Brisbane.
iD A T E . P H A S E . U . T.
h . m . s .
U N IT . R E M A R K S.
Pec* 8 1PNZ 7-20-51* B,M-S DilatationiPNE 20—*5*S M-Se?N 13-03-10 BiPZ 3~13 iriPE 3-13 M-SiSE 6-27 !»ISN 6-29 1?iE - 7-35 fliZ 13-28-1*5 BeZ ___31=35 itePZ 18-31-25 BeE 1*0-03 M-SeN l*0~0i* «1eN - üii-10 11
* 10 IN .5-33-23_____ M-S
iPN 16-28-53 M-SIN 29-10 i»
iSN -  32-01_ ««
" 1 1 iN 7-1*3-22 M-SiE U3-27 11
” 12 iPZ U-29-30 B
ePN 29-37 M-SiSNE 39-1*7_____ 11
" 17 iPN 21-22-03 M-SiSN 26-01* if
eN 26-38 i tn 53
o Z 1U-20-19 B
" 20 ePE 20-50-37 M-SiPZ 50-1*1 BiZ 51-10 it
eSE 55-30 M-S
eLiE 58-15 H
•' 21 iPEZ 9-05-U0 B, M-S Deep focus
iPN 5-U3 BipPE 6-07 M-S
iSE 9-08 ti
iPE 20-19 -21 M-S
iPNZ 19-23 BIN 20-07 1«
iPP?E 20-13 M-S
iSE 2l*-09 tt
iLiE 26-1*9 it Almost identical














_  ”  2 6 iPNZ l*-2i*-01 B
t*°U . P rin ter, B risban e.
D A TE. PH ASE. U . T .
h .  m . s .









































Compression. A =  2 2 .2 ° ; 
H <= 20-31-29
" 30 iPZ 8-U3-5U B





/  > ' , ✓
' ‘ /  ‘ * '  
W.rH. Bryan.'





<f> =27° 28' 41" S., A=153°
B u lletin  No. 89 
1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation : Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Rate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification:
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. per minute E.—W. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1*5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D ATE. PH ASE. U. T.
h .  m .  s .
UNIT. REMARKS.
19U5 
Jan. 2 iPEZ 5-0 1 -5 2 B,M- S





















































(  . / /  w  / ,  . .
-W.H. Brya'n 




BRISBANE Bulletin No» 90
<f> =27° 28' 41" s., A=153° 1 ' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Insteuments and Constants.
Instrument. Rate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. per minute E.—W. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1*5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. U. T.
h. m . s.
UNIT. REMARKS.
191*5 








1 0 -2 8 -2 9  
- .....31-1*0 ... ...
B
M-S
















iZ | 1 1 -3 0 -3 6 B
iPZ 1 2 -1 7 -2 2
i?N ; 17-23
ePE | 1 7 -2 7  
e3N | 2 0 -1 0  
eZ 20-1*1* 













U IN 23 - 00-03 M-S
















"  8 iPZ
eS?Z












5 8 -  1+1














UNIVERSITY O F QUEENSLAND
SEISM O LO G ICAL S TA TIO N
B R ISB AN E
* =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m Bulletin No. 91
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Rate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N— S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1-5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. pet- minute E.—W. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 ........................... 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1*5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E . P H A S E . U .  T .
h .  m .  s .
U N I T . R E M A R K S .
191*5
March 2 iPZ 19-U2-58 B







IPZ ; 20-0 5 -2 3 B *
" 10 ePE 00-50-03 
iPPE ! 51-31 






" 13 iPZ h-5 9 -3 6 B
































2 1 - 0 2












A =  37.2°; H =  23-13-1*5
Govt- P r in te r , B r isb a n e .
1
D A T E . P H A S E . U . T .
h .  m .  s .



















A =  23.90; H =  13-03-02



























4 =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.u l l e t i n  N o* 92
Foundation : Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Rate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. pe  ^ minute E.—W. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1*5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E . P H A S E . U . T .
h . m . s .
U N IT . R EM A R K S.
19h5
April 1,2 No Record
” 8 iN 1-00-17 M-S
iZ 2 - 5 8 B
eN 3-03 M-SiLN 8-13 u
,r 10 iZ 16-25-L6 B
iPZ 2O-37-0L B
" 11 iPZ Ô-U7-13 BiPN U7-1U M-SiN U7-22 »1
iSZ 51-11 BiSN 51-13 M-SeN 51-29 »
iPZ 15-23-28 1 B
iPE 23-33 M-S
iG?N 30-20 ti
" 15 iPZ 2-Ü8-00 BiPN L8 -0 6 M-S
iPPN 51-21 h
1SKSN 56-28 i t
ISSN 3-OU-18 ti
eLN lL-itO hI? îH iPZ 12-18-U3 B
" 18 iPZ 13-1L-50 B
1S?NE 23-05 M-S
eN 2 6 -5 0 II






DATE. PHASE. U . T.
h . m . s.
UNIT. REMARES.
A p ril 19 iP' 13-07-&9 B A =  1 8 .0 ° ;  H =  13-03-W)iPNE 7-51 M-S
iE 8 -1 6 t i
u r 8-19 t t
iZ 8-20 B
iSN 1 1 -0 6 M-S
iSZ 11-07 B
lLlE 12-19 M-S
ME _____ 19-33 t i
" 20 iPZ 22-39-57 B
eE BO-27 M-S
iN &0-35 t t
eN U6-22 tv
iLN L8 -12 t t
n 22 iPN 3-5U-U5 M-S
iPZ 5U-ÍJ.6 B D ila ta tion
iSN 59-08 M-S
ISZ 59-09 B
iN a -03-02 M-S
iLoN U-híi t t
iPZ 9-58-30 B Compression
iPN 58-32 M-S
1PP?N 10 - 00-26 t t
iSN U -ll t t
eN 7 -2 3 ...... t t
" 23 iPN 6- 27- 2U M-S D ila ta tion  to  N.






U iPZ 13-U6-1U B
iPPP?N 50-27 M-S
iPPP?Z 50-28 B
iSKS?N 56 - i a M-S
ISSN 59-25 t t
"  29 iPZ 2- 3 5 -3 0 B
"  30 iPE 17-32-25 M-S D ila ta tion  to  E.
iPZ 3 2 - 2 6 B A =  2 2 H 8 17-27-28.
ePN 32-27 M-S
iSN 36-25 t t
iSZ 36-27 B
i  SE 36-30 M-S
eLN 39-03 t t
IN 1*2-13 t t
iE U2-15 t t








Officen  in . Chame.
i
i





















BRISBANE Bulletin Ho. 93.
$ =27” 28' 41" S., A=153” 1' 52' E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Rate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1-5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. per minute E.—W. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1-5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. U. T.
h . m . s.
UNIT. REM AUKS.
19U5
May 3 iPZ ll-UU-19 B
iZ B
If 7 eN 17-26-40 M-B
LN- 32-05 ti - --- ------ rr- 9 iPN 3**0 / “‘O') M-S A = 32.Ö; H = 3-31-1Ö.
IPZ 37-07 B h = *08
ipPZ 38-3U it
lpPN 38-37 M-S
iSN Ü1-U7 it1 iZ U2-22 B
isSN UL-IiO M-S Prominent ____
if 11 IPZ 7-08-12 B
iPZ 13'”*59 —UU B
tv Ik iPZ 3-01-3Ü B
eN 5-U1 M-S
iZ 5-L7 B
iZ Ö-52-05 1----B "
eN 55-28 M-S
eE 55-37 . ff
tf 15 iPZ 3-U0-29 B Dilatation
tl 17 iPZ 8-28-39 B
IE 3 2 -2 0 M-S
IZ 3 2 -2 2 B
eLE 35-33 M-S
ff 19 eE 2-37-07 M-S
eLE UU~3J4 ff
2U ÌPZ : 1^-50-32 Bti 28 ÎPE 10-13«i 5 M-S
iPZ 1 3-18 B
1SE 17-26 M-S
iZ 9-UÜ-12 B _________ _ _ — —^ .. ---------------
!
W *H»Tïryan t 
Officer in Charge.







0 =27° 28' 41" s., A ==153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Rate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping, StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 ........................ 15 m.m. per minute E.—W. 1-5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 ........................ 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1*5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
*
D ATE . PHASE. U . T .
h .  m. s.
UNIT. REMARKS.
191+5 
























































































SEISM O LO G ICAL S TA TIO N
Brisbane  Bulletin No# 95
t  =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Rate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. per minute E.—W. 1-5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 15 m.m. per minute Vertièal 1*5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E . P H A SE . U . T .
h .  m. s .
U N IT. REM AR KS.
191*5
July 15 iPN 5-U3-26 8
iSN 1*9-53 1 »
IN. If
n eN ÏÔ-0Î -06 M-S
eN 7-1*1* 11n 2i ePZ 22-03-3Ö B
eLE 11-31 . M-S
” 22 eLN 11-08-29 M-S





»  2U ePZ 6-35-26 B




" 27 eLE 20-12-20 M-S
eLN 12-21*
Note: Heirizontal Benioffs not 1j1 operation.
W A ■ v . - v ' '  1 .............-
W.H. Bryaii
Officer in Charge.





BRISBANE B ulletin No* 95«
<f> =27° 28' 41" s., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation : Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Rate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. per minute E.—W. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1*5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E . P H A S E . U .  T .
h. .m. s .
U N I T . R E M A R K S . .
191*5
August 1 1PZ 11-50-01 B
"  7 ePZ 22-17-iil B
iSN 25-ill M-S
eSE 25-1*7 ii
iSSE ... 29-37 h
" 8 iPNZ 10-Ol*-58 b , m- s A = 70.2°; H = 9-53-U7
iSNE ll*-06 M-S
iSZ 1L-07 BiPSE ll*-22 M-S
eGN 22-13 ir
iPZ 11-09-27 B
" 9 ePZ 21-59-51 B








"  15-16 No Record
_  »  x7 eZ 15-01-11 B
" 21 No Record
». 2 7 iPZ 1-22-56 B
iPN 23-00 M-S
iSN 27-19 itIN ____ 27-51 »»
iPZ 7-1*3-38 B
Co\t. P rin ter, B risban e. !
DATE. PHASE. U. T.




















A =  20.3°; H =  12-U9-UU
iPZ 19-31-35 B


















A s  20.6°; H s 10-22-20.
Trace amplitude 80 mm.
” " 85 mm.
iPZ 12-50-U8 B
A n f *  s V i n v Q
iPZ 15-13-17 B - i l l  O v i  O i i v / w  A D  U i  M U U  V O
" 30 eP?E 23-36-16 M-S
G o \t. P r in t e r ,  B r is b a n e . i






4» =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=16m.BUlletin No*
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace. 
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Rate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. per minute E.—W. 1-5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1-5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
DATE. PHASE. U . T.h. m . s . UNIT. REMARKS.
191*5
S e p t . 1 1PEZ
SE
22-U 9-03





















A = 2 3 .1 ° ;  H = 1 7 -1 3 -5 6








































h = .O O lfR ; A = 2 3 .1 ° ;  






















T ra in  o f  lo n g  waves o f  
com p a ra tiv e ly  la rg e  am plitude
n 9 ~ R ecord incom plete
Govt. P r in te r , B risb an e.
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iSE U7-56 i t
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i_LlN 50-01 i t
" 19 iZ 12-39-11 B
M 22 iPEZ 9-15-18 B,M-S A =  2 6 .7 ° ;  H =  9-09-1+5
ISE 19-U9 M-S
ME 2?*-ca i i
”  2h iPZ 12-39-U3 B Compression
iPN 39-UU M-S
iSE U3- 3 b tt
iSN 1x3-36 ! »
IE UU-11 11
/ n j  . /
W.H. Bryan 
Officer in Charge.
G ovt. P r in te r ,  B r is b a n e .
Bulletin No..
UNIVERSITY O F QUEENSLAND
SEISM O LO G ICA L S TA TIO N
B R IS B A N E
<f> =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation : Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised 6^ rracC° * ^
I nstruments and Constants.
Instrument. Rate o f Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. Static
Magnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N— S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Beniofi No. 12 ........................ 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. per minute E.—W. 1*5 sec.
Beniofi No. 13 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1*5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D A T E . P H A S E . U . T .
h .  m .  s .
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A =  38.0°; H »  16-03-03






G ov t. P r in t e r ,  B r is b a n e .
i
D A T E . PH ASE . U . T . U N IT. R E M A R K S.
h .  m .  s .
Oat* 25 eZ
\
3-06-16 BiPZ 15-11-19 3ePN 11-21 K-SeSN 21-U8 f tIN 22-07 t teSSN 27-26 • t
” 27 IE 11-U9-U6 M-SeE 5 h -3 kC
OCM eN 5-3 2 - 0 2 M-S
iPNZ 5-4*2-00' B,M-S h =  .0Ui A c 20.1°;IpPN U2-51 M—S H  *  5-37-U7eSN U5-25 »eSZ U5-26 B
" 29 iPZ 5-OU-57 BeE 5-51 M-SeN 11-21 M-S
" 30 IPZ 1-12-39 B A  a  23*2°} H  a s  1-07-3UePN 12-U7 M-SiSNE 16-U5 »»
W.H. BryAn
Officer in Charge.




BRISBANE ^ ^  „Bulletin No. 98
=27° 28' 41" S., A =153° 1' 52" E ., h = 1 6 m .
Foundation : Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Rate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1-5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. per minute E.—W. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 ........................ 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1-5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D ATE. PHASE. U . T.
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A =  22.4°; H =  9-22-06,
Relatively large amplitudes for 30 sec.
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Govt. P rin ter, Brisbane.
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D A T E . P H A S E . U . T .
h. m .  s .
U N IT . R E M A R K S.
Nov. 23 iPEZ U-5U-O5 B , M - H C om pression . A «  19.-5; H *
iPN 5 h - 0 6 M-S ¿1-U9-38
iSE 57-38 i t
iSN .. . 57-iiO it
" 26 iPNZ 5 -1 7 -5 6  ]B,M-S
iSN 2 1- 2+1 M-S
iSZ _  21-1+3 B
"  27 ePZ 12-00-1+5 B
ePE O - i + 6 M-S
eN 0 -5 1 1»
eS?E 6-18 t»
eS?N 6-22 i t
eN 8-1+9 tr
IN 9-57 t i
IE 12-09 ft
IE 13-06 1»
iE —  ...13-bU i f
eZ 12 - 30-00 B
eP'NE 22- 1 1 - 02+ M-S A =  1 0 7 ° c a .
©P’ Z 1 1 - 2 1 B E p ic e n tre  in  A rab ian  S e a .
iPPN 15-1©= M-S T id a l  waves a lo n g  w est c o a s t
IN 16-18 i r o f I n d ia .  P* am p litu d es
iRKKSE 22-09 i f very  s m a l l ;  p eriod  u n u su a lly
eSKKSN 2 2 -11 u lon g *
iPSE 2U-33 ff
iS S S 30-28 tf
iSSSE 31i-51 tr
iG3 ¿i3-57 tf
iL iE 1+9-28 tf
"  28 iPNZ 8- 39-29 :3 ,  M-S A *  1 7 .2 ° ;  H a 8-35-29
iPE 39-32 M-S
iSNE ¿+2-38 i t
'iA  / /  ^ • ;t / • .
W.H. Bryan /
O f f ic e r  in  C harge.











4 =27° 28' 41" S., A=153° 1' 52" E., h=15m.
Foundation: Semi-consolidated alluvium of raised river terrace.
Instruments and Constants.
Instrument. Kate of Recording. Component. Free Period. Damping. StaticMagnification.
Milne-Shaw No. 58 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute N.—S. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Milne-Shaw No. 60 (Modified) 16 m.m. per minute E.—W. 12 sec. 20 : 1 250
Benioff No. 12 15 m.m. per minute N.—S. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 11 15 m.m. per minute E.—W. 1*5 sec.
Benioff No. 13 15 m.m. per minute Vertical 1*5 sec.
Time is correct to the nearest second and is checked daily against radio-signals giving Eastern Australian 
Standard Time.
The station is maintained and operated by the University of Queensland assisted by grants from the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
D ATE. PHASE. U . T.
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u 21-31 Station closed.
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W .if. Bryan/
Officer-in-Charge
Govt. Printer, Brisbane.
